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New Mexico,
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September 22;

Soldier Boys

About Wheat

Number 35

1917,,

Personal Notice

Duck? Not Yet

To My Friends and Patrons:
Wild duck are thick on all the
The Soldier boys who left
mesa have
of
this
The
farmers
Just one year ago I opened
The Roy Postoffice is at last
ponds that have water in them.
against Wednesday for the training camp
stand
decided
a
taken
in a little four room
office
moved to the new quarters where
This is.an appropriate time to an
by the ma were Casimiro Gonzales Jr.Ama-rant- e
created
the
situation
building.
In less than
'
law adobe
a 10 year lease will keep it for a
Mescarenas, Ernest Merrill remind you that the Federal
Dicta
Food
of
the
methods
chine
beI
realized
that I
three months
time. The new fixtures were set
prohibits the killing of duck
on of Roy, Mr. Davis, of Solano and
price
the
setting
of
plan
tor
added
and
up Sunday and the P. 0. moved
fore October 16th. The open needed more room
named at Manning Osborn of Mosquero
rate
flat
The
wheat.
in for the noon mail.
being Oct. 16. to February five rooms, a kitchen. bath and
and John Brockman and Frank season
when
Galveston,
City
or
Kansas
It is a fine outfit, fully a3 good
1st Huntineon Sunday. is . as linen tcloset.i Since thena: the
i
ii..
the freight and export duty are Kenoyer from Mills. The Red
as Raton or Tucumcari has with
an onence as minting rooms nave Deen run pracutauy
possible Cross Ladies supplied each with serious
best
leaves
the
deducted,
all the time and many times we
all the modern convenience in
without a license.
price in Roy $1.85 against the the regulation "Comfort Bags"
-'
expenwere in need of more room, I
is
equippment as well a3" a strictly
this.
It
Remember
of $2.00 per bushel by supplied by them nnder the ausguaranty
have spent every dollar I could
electric
with
into
hauled
building
modern
sive to be
pices of the National Red Cross
dictator.
the
get in improving and equipping
venfavorites,
proper
and
plays
no
i'Court and it
light, steam heat
shown, this makes on their departure.
been
has
As
roomy
the hospital so that 1 as well as
tilation, also a safe and
cheapest commodity
the
wheat
wife
and
left
the people could feel that we had
J. Floersheim
vault.
The second call for drafted
conse- a
and,
as
mesa
on
the
Francisco,
San
a3 good and well equipped a hosRoy boys at Wednesday for
Postmaster Johnson will now
of men is out and four
acres
of
thousands
auence
friends
pital as any town our size and
priwith
examina California for a visit
entertain visitors in his tidy
and least are called in for
abandoned
has
been
seeding
happy.
and
prosperous
be
will
thpir
re
old home. Jake
vate office at the front instead of
tion. They are Wm. Brashears in
the wheat now stored by the
turn in two weeks but Mrs. F. they could have a3 good care and
out in the lobby and we will all
Branch,
et'al
C.
Kidd,
A.
Webb
Special Red Cross Meeting farmers is being used as feed
experience a feeling of self re- will remain for three months at treatment as in the larger instiSpecial for their teams and to fatten
Sept.
24th.
Monday
the
to
have
proposed
now
is
It
SDect on entering for our mail
least in the hope of recovering tutions in the east.
boys leaving hogs and other uses for which it Exemption Boards pass on all the
soldier
work
for
the
The great majority of the
her health which has been poor
that we haven't heretofore ex- October 5th.
will not sell for enough to re men registered for Military duty for a long time.
people here have shown a great
perienced.
place it with any other grain.
so that they may know more
Their son Irving, of the Spring- interest in our hospital, have
AL S. Hanson is taking his
Postmaster Johnson will throw
A quantity of colored posters nearly where they are at. The
Times, came down Monday to taken great pride in it and have
er
open the new office for inspection first vacation in years and he have been sent here by the Dept. uncertainty about whether they
encouraged with kind words and
visit and say goodbye.
by the general public Saturday, with his family left Tuesday for urging the planting of wheat un will be called is keeping many
their patronage, each giving a
Sept. 22d from 2.30 to 5.30 P.M. Fairbault, Minn, to visit at his der the Government Guarantee thousands from engaging in nec
on
thru
went
McCarger
boost and a cheerful word and
W. H.
Come in and see how a modern parental home. They will be of $2.00 per bushel for next year1 essary activities to do their bit
was
be
Said
Friday.
seeming to feel that he had a
gone six weeks and all friends These posters in the hands of a here. A young man is not going the train
Postoffice is equipped.
means
which
Tucumcari
personal interest in it.
hope they will have a fine time conscientious and honest man to plant a wheat crop, for instance going to
where
business
our
of
none
was
For this I am very thankful
it
who
has
Horton,
Miss Lillian
and that Mrs. Hanson's health are being held, as such a man if he is. expecting to be called to
he
know
we
and
going
was
he
would like to express my
and
vacasummer
been spending her
will improve.
cannot post them with the evi France before it can be harvest was headed for New York.
personally to each indi
thanks
and
Mr.
tion with her parents.
dence we have, that the promise ed. It is better to know and
I want every one to
and
vidual,
reMrs. J. II. Horton, of Solano,
John U. Tobler, of the U. T. will not be fulfilled and that the able to plan accordingly.
cutter
meat
he
has lent a helping
feel
that
Mr. Crowe, is the
turned to Chicago Saturday where Ranch near Mosquero, was in promise of $2.00 wheat will mean
has
He
and
hand
that we have built up a
at the Goodman store.
she has a good position in an Art Roy Tuesday and left another or- that less all the things that can
Evans was down from
Elmer
came
and
nice home and retreat for our
Gallery. Seems strage that the der for letter heads with this
been here .a month
be charged against it before the ranch Saturday. He drove
men
sick and injured, without asking
little homesteader girl of a few office. Mr. Tobler is one ranch reaching the final consumer.
from Raton. Like all Raton
up in front and called us out in he is too bashful to get acquaint- one dollar donation from any one.
years ago could have grown into man who realizes the value of We are all in line as patriots to
front and called us out to take ed sooner but there is no one as so many towns are compelled
the attractive young woman tak- advertising and he uses a lot of help along the cause of the war
choice from a fine array of
our
doubts he knows all about his to do.
ing a part in the affairs of a big stationary that impresses his but we are also like the Santa Fe
in the buggy. Of
watermelons
My idea in writing this letter
job and how to handle it.
city in just a few short years. correspondents with the fact woman who objects to bathing
course we took the very finest
us
express my thanks to
to
with
agrees
is
she
least
At
that this is "God's country."
all her children in one tub of one and then he explained that it
'
arrived
Leffler
Mrs.
Clarence
little
and let them know that
mistake
for
is
all
a
that it
water while her neighbor uses was a reward for our telling the Saturday from Wisconsin where
to continue to build
intend
up.
grow
we
to
girls
of Mr. ten times as much washing his world that he was a republican.
Mr. Snyder, a
sum- and add to our hospital until Roy
spend
the
to
intended
she
Worley, returned with his family car - - The hard and fast rule We are pleased with the melon
mer vacation. The lure of New can boast of the finest and best
"Little Doc" Hofer, writes forJ and has decided to live in Roy.
leaves the brunt of the bur as well as the reason for getting
that
too equipped private hospital in New
at'
wants
which
he.
his
They have been touring in their den on the farmer in its efforts it. .. Honest, if Elmer was a Dem Mexico and "Ding" were
enjoy
the
to
where
Kansas,
her
permit
many
to
Camp Funston
Mexico.
auto and seen much of the west to forestall the speculator' needs ocrstt we wouldn't mention it if
as she expected to do, v
East
he is now stationed and is attach but this appeals to them most.
All that we ask of you is your
fixing and it will result? iri as we could help it,
ed to the 342d Machine Gun
patronage,
a good word and
the
gladly
welcome
to
We
them
much harm as the conscienceless
Redlands
of
Crull,
Company C.
Mrs.
Ethel
this
stay
to
mesa and hope they will
exploiter could have done if it is John O. Gallegos came in on California, came in last week to
He says - - - "I like the army join in the general prosperity.
Will each and every one who
not remedied.
the train Sunday from Dawson. visit her claim at Solano, and is indebted to us make
fine and wouldn't leave it now if
a special
Our case has been fully laid
I could. The 342d is composed
went on east to visit and attend effort, even if it does pinch you
Tony Chaves - - Seems we before the Wheat Corporation in
E. M. Brockman, of Mills, was business matters. She cordially just a little, to pay us what you
of a bunch of New Mexico boy3 never will learn to say "Judge
New York, and if they try com
caller at this office greeted friends here and is still owe us.
Pleasant
a
and a live bunch they are. I tell Chaves," was up from Albert
mandeering our wheat instead of
He regrets enthusiastic for the mesa,
them all that, I AM FROM Tuesday visiting friends here. offering square deal, it will Monday morning,
We are struggling mighty
a
grandson,
necessity
his
for
the
ROY."
hard to raise the money to en"Judge is fat and well kept look still further mitigate against the
His address is, Private A. L ing and you wouldn't recognize
John Brockman going to the army
C. L. Justice attended the large to a twenty bed hospital
next years supply.
but rejoices in the militant spirit Bankers Convention at Las Vegas this winter and if you will each
Hofer, 342 M. G. B. Co. C. Camp him for Roy's former Baseball
which he goes, and wishes he
Funston, Kansas.
player.
Following the lead of the Ger- in
last week. Chester Scott ran make it a point to settle your
enough to go too.
young
was
the bank just as if nothing had own bill we can reach it.
mans who have set a reward of
wife, of
B. W. Spry and
Now let each one appoint
happened during his absence and
In spite of rain and mud and 400 marks for the first United
Anthony Kansas, were in Roy
Woodward has purchased
Joe
himself
a committee of one to
Mrs. Justice conducted the farm
Harper Recital at States Soldier brought in dead or
this week looking for land to darkness the
Steinbach steam engine with
the
his account due the hossee
that
including well drillers, the tract
well alive to the German camps, the
buy. Mr. Spry is the son of an the hall Saturday Night was
which he will run the thresher he
is
paid
before Dec. 1st, and
pital
or plow, and threshed 160 acres
Some of the talent Loyal Union Workers of Minne
old time homesteader here who attended.
bought of Mr. Smith of Pleasant
doing
this
remember you are
in
mud apolis have offered a still more
of wheat including cooking for
has a claim adjoining Claude failed to arrive, stuck in the
View. He traded for the Heffiin
probably
preparing a place where
who did come substantial reware for the Amer
the three crews, while he was
Hand's. They are investigating enroute, but those
tractor and bought the Smith
yourself
wife, mother, father
or
prove
goes
brings
inin
to
the
who
gone,
Soldier
by
ican
ot
wnicn
spurred
all
on
best,
did
their
with a view to locating, here.
Tractor, they are both, out of
or
some
other
dear one, when
are
men
to
the
of
Prince
best
Crown
the
even
audience,
or
that
by
Kaiser
the
Mrs. Spry is a Music Teacher sistent encore
commission and he will now try
befalls
in the form of
misfortune
indispensable.
asked
absolutely
and
have
camp
American
not.
absence.
up for their
and it is flattering to note" the to make
the old steamer for the rest of
or
Lserious
illness
injury, may
to
sanction
it.
Wilson
present
and
President
A good crowd was
care with which they have been
the season's run. Mr. Steinbach
of
and attencare
have
best
the
enjoyed the program
Pedro C, Gallegos, of Albert,
of late. In fact thoroly
reading the
brought the old engine to town
medical
tion
science
can
that
impromptu The Sovereign Grand Lodge
they know more of the history of which was most of it
and overhauled it getting it in Union county, took the train in give and the benefit of all the
beThe receipts, $16.50 were
Saturday, tor American
of the I. O. 0. F. for the U. S. good condition before taking it Roy,
Roy for the past month than we
hoped
but
amount
low
for
Louisville
the
at
met
Canade
Washington,
and
for military new and scientific inventions
Lake,
can remember off hand.
out tn the field.
necessity of risking
we think pretty good for such a Kentucky, for the 93d annual
duty. A large party of friends without the
lives
with
their
the few precious
bad night.
session Sept. 17th.
from Albert came with him to
spent
on
jolting' railway
a
hours
The program will be repeated
- W. H. Willcox and wife motorAlbert Driskill, a young son of see him go and his cousin, Maria
to
reach
tram,
trying
a hospital
J. E. Wildman, drove in from Robert Driskill and wife, of So- no Chaves accompanied him as
ed to their ranch over by Wagon at the Weatherill Hall, Mills,
away.
several
miles
5
Mound Tuesday to look after Saturday evening, Sept. 29th. Springer, Tuesday with his
lano, had his adenoids and tonsils far as Trinidad returning SunThanking jou again and ask
plow
6
will
disc
and
hoped
C.
conditions
fences.
Tracter
I.
and
is
H.
buildings
when
it
the
removed at the Plumlee Hospital day.
you
to help us in the way just
ing
be better and a better crowd He has leased Mrs. F.H. Foster's Monday, preparatory to going to
Pedro is a fine young man, one
proposed,
All ladies of the Roy School present.
farm and will get busy planting school more successfully this of the best in Union County and
I am sincerely yours.
in
interested
are
who
wheat.
District
many friends and relatives will Adv.
winter.
Lodge
Fellows
Odd
requested
are
Piano,
School
the
watch for news from him with
Cams Plumlee, M. D.
Mrs. B. H. Mitchell, of Dawand
sisters
to meet at the Community Hall
His
interest.
Homestead Lodge I. O. O. F.
Dr. O. A.' Sale has received an cousins who came to see him
for
Roy, Saturday afternoon, Sept. came to with a jerk Wednesday son will read her own
He'll Come Back
22nd at 2:30 to devise ways and evening and completed the Instal the next year by reason of a gen appointment as 1st, Lieutenant start are among the prettiest
o
and is on the reserve corps with
means to make the delinquent lation of officers for the current ero us check sent us this week.
this state produces.
Guy Anderson left for his
a prospect of being called as an
payments and save the piano term. Will Davenport advanced
home
at Birdseye, Indiana Fri
G. R. Belknap, of Mills called Army Surgeon later. It is hard
from confiscation.
to the Past Grand chair, R. C.
spending two months
day
after
visitMills,
is
J. H, Lebert, of
sub- to see just how he can get away
Grunig came in 18 miles from his Tuesday with his regular
Separator for his
tending
here
We were with the rush .of work at the ing in Missouri for a few weeks.
scription payment.
installed
was
and
outfit
threshing
Anderson. He is
Paul
brother,
rush
expect
a
can
County
and
Mora
to Plumlee Hospital and Dr. Plum- Mrs. Lebert went last year
N G, C A Peare became V G out but "The Devil" was here
as
to
trying
the bluff stick
next
.make
and
fall
this
immigration
goes
of
receive it and some folks prefer lee away so much of the time on she stays at home while he
secretary
still
is
G
Johnson
Wm
live in the
had
he
rather
fail.
that
not
do
signs
spring, if all
the County Exemption Board. this time.
it that way.
and
term
consecutive
12th
the
for
Mexeffete
and has
here
east
than
to
New
coming
The men
But it is a flattering recognition.
as
returned
was
M.
Gibbs
D.
Dr.
argument
practiced
his
on
us unon
now
from
ico seeking homes
is 'here this til he almost believes
Simms
F.
R.
Mr.
elected
also
was
He
Harry
Tuesday
to
Welch
called
Treasurer.
himself
and
money,
it
will be those with
week to take personal supervision but we know better.
and
pay his shot with the
Sometime
Chautauqua Meeting
they will buy their places after DDG'M for next year.
on the Red River in one of his lucid intervals,
activities
of
the
A
present.
were
members
get
25
line
on
are
the
a
farms
that
occupied
is
the public domain all
A meeting is called of all those Bridge. It seemsjthe work has he will be coming back to "Where
$10.00 to the Red for sale. His father thinks of
These men will have money donation of
should
any- Cross ladies for their activities buying land here and if you have interested in the Chautauqua not been progressing as it
the West begins" and coming to
' enough to make á success
"Quien
25
the
but
Sept.
at
his
in
absence
evening
Tuesday
decided
to
was
made,
and
good
it
was
better,
to
farm
sell
a
see
where, and in Mora County their
sabe."
Community Hall.
stay awake for a time
him.
success will be assured.

very pretty wedding occurred at the home of the bride, the
accomplished daughter of Charles
B. Strawn near Roy, Wednesday
Sept. 12th inst when Henry Edward Noble and Coral Josephine
Strawn were united in marriage
by a unique and pretty ceremony
in the presence of many witness
es. Elder J. M. Rodman an
uncle of the bride officiating.
The bride is the youngest daugh
ter of Mr. Strawn, a late arrival
in this country and the groom a
prosperous farmer here for some
years. May their pathway fever
A
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HEART OF THE SUNSET

6

By Rex Beach
-

LAW

"What then?"
Jose significantly patted the girt revolver at his hip. "This little fellow
will have something ta say."
Dave looked hlra over Idly, from
head to heel, then murmured: "You

RE-

SYNOPSIS. Mrs. Alnlre Anstln, handsome young mistress of Las Polmas ranch, lost In the Texas desert,
wanders into the little camp of David Law, state ranger, waiting Id ana bush for a Mexican murderer. She Is
forced to stay 24 hours, until Law captures his man, kills another and escorts her home. "Young Ed" Austin,
drunken wastrel, berates his wife and makes Insulting Insinuations about the ranger. Law discovers that Austin
Is secretly In league with Mexican rebels and horse thieves. Mrs. Austin encounters Gen. Luis Longorlo, Mexican
federal, when she goes to La Feria, her ranch In Mexico to collect war damages, and Longorlo, a bad man, falls
In love with ber. Dave Law kills a cattle thief and comes Into unpleasant contact with Austin.
IX

Continued.

There was a murmur from tlm onlookers; someone cried, "Viva Longorlo
The general bowed smilingly; then,
taking Alalre's arm, he waved the
Idlers out of his path with a magnificent gesture.
When, later In the day, Mrs. Austin
came to say good-band thank the
Mexican for his courtesies, he humbly
begged permission to pay his respects
that evening at her hotel, and she
could not refuse.
As the coach went bouncing across
the International bridge, Dolores said,
spitefully : "It will take more than the
pardon of poor Juan Garcia to unlock
heaven for that bandit. Do you notice
the way he looks at you? It Is enough
to dnmn him for all eternity."
Upn her arrival at the hotel Alalre
received an agreeable surprise, for as
her vehicle paused at the curb David
Law stepped forward, hat In hand.
"What bloodthirsty business brings
you to Pueblo?" she queried, when they
had exchanged greetings.
Law smiled at her. "I came to of
fer free board and lodging to a poor
Greaser. But he ain't here. And you,
ma'am?"
When Dave learned that she was
counting upon General Luis Longorlo's
aid In securing Justice, he regarded her
with some curiosity as he inquired :
"Isn't Longorlo the very man who
robbed you?"
"Yes."
"Mexicans are peculiar people," Law
said slowly. "At least we don't understand their business methods or their
habits of mind. From my experience
with them, I wouldn't put much confidence In this Longorlo's word. I say
this, and I'm supposed to have a little

r

y

realizing that he was Jealous yes,
madly, unreasonably Jealous.
So! Ills divinity was not as unapproachable as he had Imagined. Doubtless Longorlo was mad over her, which
expiated the fellow's willingness to
help her exact reparation from his government Fine doings for a respectable married woman! It was wrong,
scandalous, detestable!
Had Dave only known the truth, he
would have gained a grlra comfort
from It, for Alalre Austin was not
herself that evening. Her caller stayed on Interminably, and she become restive under the flow of his conversation. For some reason or other,
Longorlo was not the romantic figure
he had been; In his citizen's clothes
he was only a dandified Mexican gallant like any number of others. The
color was gone from the picture ; this
quixotic guerrilla hero, this elegant
Ruy Bias, was nothing more than a
d
tall,
foreigner, whose ardor was distasteful. Longorlo was
tiresome.
olive-skinne-

CHAPTER

X.

"How Old you happen to read Ana-tol- e
France?" Alnire asked, with a

sharp stare of surprise.
The Hunger stirred, but he did not
meet her eyes. "Well," said he, "I
read 'most anything I can get A feller meets up with strange books Just
like he meets up with strange people."
"Not books like that." There was
a brief silence.
"Mr. Law, you went
to school in the East, didn't you?
Where?" The man hesitated, at which
she Insisted, "Where?'
Dave reluctantly turned upon her a
pair of eyes In the, depths of which
there lurked the faintest twiLkle.
"Cornell," sald'he.
Alalre gasped. After a while she remarked, stiffly, "You have a peculiar
sense of humor."
"Now don't be offended," he begged
her. "I'm a good deal like a chameleon ; I unconsciously change my color
to suit my surroundings. When we
first met I saw that you took me for
one thing, and since then I've tried not
to show you your mistake."
"Why did you let me send you those
silly books? I dare say you've had a
fine laugh at my expense?"
"No!" gravely denied the man.
They had come to an arroyo containing a considerable stream of muddy
water, and Law was forced to get out
to plug the carburetor and itop the oil
Intakes to the crank-casThis done,
Alalre ran the machine through on the
When Jose's "Caram-bas!- "
end Dolores' shrieks had subsided, and they were again under way.
Mrs. Austin, It seemed, had regained
her good humor.
"You will receive no more of my favorite authors," she told Dave, spitefully.
"I'll keep them to read myself."
"Do you still believe In chivalry?"'
Alalre turned her eyes upon the
questioner, and there were no grrllsh

Jote Sanchez Swears an Oath.
Jose Sanchez made use of the delay
at Pueblo to institute further Inquiries
regarding his missing cousin, but nowhere could he find the slightest trace.
Jose swore an oath that he would learn
the truth If It required his whole lifetime, and, if It should turn out that
his sainted relative had Indeed met
with foul play well! Jose told his
friends they could Judge, by looking at
him, the sort of man he was. He proudly displayed Longorlo's revolver, and
called It his cousin's little avenger. The
weapon had slain many ; It had a duty
still to perform, so he said.
Jose Intended to confide his purpose
Mexican blood In me."
to Mrs. Austin, but when It came time
During this brief conversation they to start for Las Palmas there was a
had entered the hotel, and she gave fourth passenger In the automobile, Illusions In them. "Do you?" she querher hand to Law.
ied, with a faint curl of her lip.
"I hope we shall set each other
"Why yes."
again," she murmured.
She shook her head.
"Men have
"That's more'n likely ; I'm located In
changed. Nowadays they are all selfyour neighborhood now," he Informed
ish and sordid. But I shouldn't genher. "I'm leaving for JonesvIIle In the
eralize, for I'm a notorious
morning."
you know."
"By tralnr
He nodded, whereupon she eyed him
"No'm. Tm goln' to follow the river
speculatively. "Let us see. You are
road If I can get an automobile."
a man how far would you go for the
Mindful of the Hanger's courtesy to
woman you loved?"
her on their previous meeting, Alalre
"The limit!"
said : "Won't you go with us? We In
g
Mrs. Austin frowned at this
tend to start early."
answer. "I suppose you mean
Dave was nearly speechless with de- that you would make any sacrifice?"
.ight, and when the mistress of Las
"Yes; that's it."
Palmas had gone upstairs he felt In
"Would you give up the woman herclined to pinch himself to see If be
self, If you considered It your duty?"
were dreaming.
He had pursued a
"No. There couldn't be any duty
fruitless quest during the past few
higher than love to my way of thinkdays, and his resentment had grown
ing. But you shouldn't tnke me as
U
as he became certain that Tad Lewis
a specimen. I'm not a good represenchase;
had sent hlra on a
tative of my sex."
but the sight of Alnlre miraculously "You Went to School In the East,
"I think you are a very good one,"
restored his good spirits, and the pros-DeAlnlre sold quietly, and Duve realized
Didn't You?"
of a long, Intimate ride In her
that no flattery was Intended.
company changed the whole trend of and he was obliged to hold his tongue
Despite the rough roads, they made
his thoughts. Ills disappointment at for the moment. Alalre was in good fair time, and the miles of cactus and
not seeing her upon his visit to Las humor, and expressed her relief at scrawny brush rolled swiftly past. The
Palmas had only served to enhance escaping from everything Mexican.
morning sun swung higher, and by
"I haven't seen a newspaper for midday the metal of the automobile
Ms memories of their first meeting, and
ages,
Is
going
I
and
know
don't
what
time now had deepened his Interest
had become as hot as a frying pan.
tenfold. Yes, she was "The Lone on at JonesvIIle or anywhere else," she They stopped at various goat ranches
Star," the estrella brillante of his confided.
to Inquire about Adolfo Urblna, and at
Dave told her of the latest developempty sky. There could be no doubt
noon halted beside a watercourse for
about his feelings; he was more than ments in the Mexican situation, of lunch.
romantically Interested, the mere sight home happenings, and when she asked
Dave was refilling the radiator when
of her had electrified him. The discov- hlra about his own doings, he Informed he overheard Jose in conversation with
ery distressed him, and he very prop- her of the affair which had brought Mrs. Austin.
erly leclded that the affair should end him to Pueblo.
"Nowhere
a trace!" the
Of course all three of his companions
here, since It could lead to nothing
was saying. "No one has seen
were brenthlessly Interested In the him. Poor Rosa Morales will die of
icept disappointment.
story of Pino Garza's death; Dolores a broken heart."
At the time of this story, relations and Jose did not allow a word to
Alalre explained to her guest : "Jose
Is worried about his cousin Panfilo. It
between the United States and the es- escape them.
"Caramba! It required bravery to seems he has disappeared."
tablished government of Mexico 'were
such that a hostility had sprung up ride alone Into that rincón," Jose de"So! You are Panfilo's cousin?"
between the troops fronting each other clared. "I know Pino Garza well, and Dave eyed the Mexican with new Inalong the Ri Grande, and In conse- he could shoot like the devil."
terest.
"You said your horse saved your
quence their cSleers no longer crossed
"SI!"
"You remember, the man?" Alalre
the boundary, even when off duty. It life," Mrs. Austin went on. "How do
created a flurry of suppressed excite- you mean?" When Dave had explained, went on. "He was with that fellow
ment, therefore, when Luis Longorlo, she cried, quickly, "You weren't rid you arrested at the water-hole.- "
"Oh, yes. I remember him." With
the autocrat of the Potoslsta forces, ingBessie Belle?"
boldly crossed the bridge, traversed
"Yes.
She's burled where she steady fingers Dave shook some tothe streets of Pueblo, and entered the dropped.
I've been right lonesome bacco Into a cigarette paper. He felt
Hamilton hotel.
since she went away."
Alalre's eyes upon him, and they were
Alalre turned a quick glance opon eloquent of Inquiry, but he did not
From his seat In the lobby Law
hard the general Inquire for Mrs. Aus- the speaker to find his face set and meet them.
Impulsively she
tin, and then saw him ascend In the his eyes miserable.
Jose frowned. "No one at La Feria
has seen him, and in Pueblo there was
direction of the parlor. He rose and luid her hand upon his arm, saying:
"I know how you must feel. Do you not a word. It Is strange."
strolled restlessly about the hotel. A
r
passed and Longorlo did not know what has always been my dear"Panfilo V.as In bad company when
reappenr; an hour dragged by, and est wish? To be able to talk with ani I saw uim." Law finished rolling his
cigarette and lit it, still conscious of
then Dave took occasion to go to his mals and make friends of them."
room. A glance through the open parDave
absentmlndedly.
Alalre's questioning gaze. "He may
smiled
lor door showed the foreigner In closest "There'3 a wonderful book about a have had trouble."
d
old Frenchman who was
"He was a good man," the
conversation with Mrs. Austin. They
were laughing; they were alone; even cast away on a penguin Island. He saw
asserted. "If he Is dead "
Dolores was nowhere to be seen. He the big birds walking around, and The Mexican's frc"" deepened to a
'
skewed several cigars viciously before thought they were human beings."
scowl.
self-starte- r.
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YORK. The war Is on every Hp. Whether it Is a Fifth avenue
room or a Bowery saloon, its occupants Invariably turn to the
world conflict as a favorable topic of discussion, and frequently the argument
waxes hot and vehement Michael
Glnanskl, twenty, a laborer, of 340
Bowery; Nicholas Romanoff, twenty-twof 223 Bowery, and John Schulta,
twenty-twof the same address, met
in a Bowery saloon. Although of dif-

NEW

CEIVES WARNING FROM AN AVENGER BUT LAUGHS AT THE DANGER OF DEATH

CHAPTER

II

War in Europe Finds an Echo on the Bowery

Copyright by Harper U Brothers

DAVE LAW AND ALAI RE AUSTIN MEET AGAIN AND SPEND THE DAY TOGETHER

,vL

horse-break-

er

o,

ferent nationalities they had been
friends for a long time. When drinks
were ordered and served and glasses
clinked Glnanskl turned to the Russian and said:
"A man with the name of Roman
off should not drink with one by the
name of Schultz, especially at this time." Then a discussion of the war
started, and In less time than it tukes to tell It the Interior of that saloon resembled a bombed section of Reims. The combatants went to it with the
ferocity of tigers, and every mnn In the place was taking either a healthy
wallop or a vicious kick at everybody else. All were Impartial In the delivery;
of their blows. It was a case of whenever a head bobbed up to knock It down.
In the heat of battle Ginunskl cried out that he had been stabbed.
Schultz and Romanoff dived for the door, but were stopped by other
An automobile filled with secret service men was passing and hearing the uproar In the saloon they stopped. They arrested Schulta and Romanoff and sent in a call for an ambulance.
Then they piled their prisoners In the car and started for police headquarters.
Patrolman Bowers of the Fifth street station, who had Just heard
shade of a gnarly oak tree, Alalrs
of the fight, ran up and, thinking the two combatants were being spirited away
:
asked hlra point-blanby friends, leaped on the running bourd of the car and with pistol drawn
"Where Is Panfilo Sanchez?"
ordered
the chauffeur to stop. Explanations followed and all went to the
Dave met her eyes squarely; hlk
police station. Glnanskl will recover. The two prisoners were charged with
own were cold and hard. "He's where
$1,500 ball each.
he dropped at my second shot," said felonious assault and held in
would do well to go slow, compadre.
Panfilo made his own quarrels."
"We were like brothers, and I do
not know of any quarrels. But I shall
find out. I am not given to boasting,
senor, but I am a devilish bad man In
my way."
Nothing more was said during the
luncheon, but when Aluire had finished
eating and her two employees had be
gun their meal, she climbed the bank
of the arroyo ostensibly to find a cool
spot. Having succeeded, she called to
Dave :
"There Is a nice breeze up here."
The Ranger's face set; rising slow
ly, he climbed the bank after her,
When they stood face to face In the

com-batunt-s.-

k

he.

He could hear his companion's sharp
Inhalation. He did not flinch at the
look she turned upon hiiu.
"He was practically unarmed What
do you call such an act?"
Dave's Hps slowly whitened, his face
became stony. He felt himself pit!
lessly condemned.
"Why didn't you tell me at the
timer, she asked. "Why didn't you
report It?"
"I'll report It when you give me per1

Up-to-Da-

Settlement

te

of

Matrimonial

Tangles

HAVRE, MONT. When a man fulls in love with another man's wife, usually
a shooting affray, remarks the Detroit Free Press. And, again,
when a womun gets to liking another woman's husband better than her
own there's the deuce to pay. But not
When Mrs. T. W. Turcotte, wife
of a prominent Havre luwyer, felt
she loved the husband of Mrs. Henry
Jordan better than her own mate she

I LOVE

101IWS

Í1Y "OTHER
didn't hide the matter.,
Wif- Fdid Mrs. Henry Jordan when
17 What?" She wheeled to she Nor
love
in
fell
Mr.
with
Turcotte.
face him.
Nor did Mr. Jordan when he be
"Think a moment. I can't tell half
the truth. And If I tell everything, came fonder of Mrs. Turcotte than of
bis own wife.
It will lead to gossip."
Their way out of an unusual love
"Ah! I think I understand. Mr. tangle
was to trade wives and husbands. Mrs. Jordan agreed to swap her
Law, you can be Insulting"
to Mrs. Turcotte in exchange for Mr. Turcotte with nothing to boot
husband
For the first time the man lost mus
The husbands were willing enough to be traded. In fact they were
cular control of his features; they
well along on a plan to trade wives with each other.
twitched, and under their tan his
So, instead of any killing or unwritten-ladefenses or suits for aliena
cheeks became sickly yellow.
tion of affection, there evolved two unique matrimonial trades.
"You've no right to say that," he told
The Jordans and Turcottes agreed to get divorces. Divorce decrees were
her harshly. "You've plumb over
granted them at Boulder Hot Springs.
stepped yourself, ma'am, and I reck
Then the former Mrs. Jordan became the new Mrs. Turcotte. and the
on you've formed quite a wrong opln
Mrs. Turcotte became the new Mrs. Jordan.
former
Ion. Panfilo bad his
and
two couples stood up together at the ceremony, and the friendliest
The
he used It ; he Intended to ambush me
relations exist between thera. Now they are living again as neighbors in all
and release his companion, but I good
fellowship.
forced hi hand; so It ain't what Td
Before
the divorces the Jordans and Turcottes were next door neighbors.
call murder; I haven't lost any sleep
It was then the husbands and their wives concluded they were wrongly'
over it.
mated and decided to back out of their matrimonial alliances and start anew.l
"You are utterly ruthless."
Both couples had children, each a boy and ,glrl. After the matrimonial
"Yes'm! I'm not what you would swap one couple took
the two boys and the other took the two glrla. This
consider a nice person; the death of gives each
father and mother one own child and a stepchild.
Panfilo Sanchez means nothing whatever to me. If you can grasp that fart,
you'll see that your own reputation Beer Mask Proved
Antidote for Ammonia Fumes
weighed heavier In my mind that the
lives of a dozen Mexicans or whites,
rvETROrr. "The Germans have taken Bates street and have pushed as far
for that matter."
go
anywhere, everywhere. No one U east as headquarters. They are gassing the Gold Dollar bar and the
"I
has ever had the effrontery to ques- chop suey Joint" The ice man thus reported a sad incident Monday afternoon
at police headquarters. Over in th
tion my actions," Alalre told him,
alley that runs west from Farmer
stiffly.
street, between Monroe avenue and
"And I don't aim to give 'em a
Bates street, a battle continued with
chance." Dave was stubborn.
unabated fury, as the war offices say.
There was another interval of siSomewhere down In the depth of the
lence.
chop suey emporium an ammonia pipe
"You heard what Jose said. What
on the refrigerating plant had sprung
are you going to do?"
a leak. An Ice wagon horse, left to
Dave made a gesture of Indifferan unkind fate, sneezed until his
ence. "It doesn't greatly matter. I'll
eheckreln broke. His mate's eyes'
tell hlra the truth, perhaps. You might
flowed until little puddles bathed his
warn him against any foolishness.
hoofs.
The heartless driver noured
Jose has some sense."
The woman looked up curiously. copious tears Into a tall shell In the adjoining saloon. Except for the weeping
"Don't you know how to be afraid? horses the alley was empty for over an hour. Inspector James Sproat volunteered to cross the street and direct the operations of relief, but one whiff
Haven't you any fear?" she asked.
Dave's gray eyes were steady as he from the alley sent him back to the highest step of the headquarters grand
answered: "Yes'm! I'm afraid this stairway.
By four o'clock the leak had reached such proportions that several passing
thing Is going to spoil our friendship.
Harper
and Fourteenth cars were seen to shake as with a fit. But one of
I've been desperately afraid, all along,
that I might have hurt your reputa- these shuddering vehicles brought the man who solved the problem.
He was a negro who used to work In an ammonia factory In Cincinnati.
tion. Even now I'm afraid, on your
account, to make public Panfilo San- Entering the bar he ordered a burlap sack soaked with beer. Wrapping the
chez's death. Yes'm, I know what It dripping sack around his face "Ammonia Bill" went into the cellar.
"Send down another sack, 'n soak it well," he culled up in about five
Is to be afraid."
The sack went down and the first one came up dry as flint. Half
minutes.
became
It
evident to Dave, as the
g
bags went down and came up dry. By that
afternoon progressed, that they would a dozen times the
be very Inte In arriving at Las Palmas, times the fumes had disappeared. The proprietor of the cafe invited the
and he began to fear that his hostess ammonia plumber to have a couple without having to wring them out, and
would feel In duty bound to Insist upon traffic was resumed.
his spending the night at her home.
mission."

.
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brew-drlppln-

Food
Dave Law finds further. traces'
of criminal doings near the Aus-ti- n
ranch. Longorlo makes him-

self extremely distasteful to
Mrs. Austin. Some exciting episodes are described In the next
installment
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Syrlac Language.
Syrlac is one of the three groups of
languages into which the old Aramaic
of Assyria and Babylonia was developed, the other groups being the Chal-dai- c
and the Nabatenn-SabeaThe Syrlac is emphatically a Christian literature language, the Bible was
translated into it as was a deal of
writing from the fourth to the tenth
century, and It instead of Latin, Is the
liturgical language of the Roman Catholics of Lebanon in Syria today.
is a variant of
The
the Syrlac, combining features of both
the Syrlac and Chaldaic groups. It is
found in use in Kurdistan and the Lake
Syro-Chalda-

Urmia districts.

Conservation

Vitally

Interests the Movies

Now It Is proposed to nooverlze the drama. Thomas H. Ince,
of the food commission of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, in a telegram to Chuck Czar Hoover recommends the
n
during the war of scenes in
motion pictures and plays calling for
THFY CAHY
the use of food.
He estimates the
EXPECT A, CuY
food wasted in such scenes amounts
TO BE FUNNY
annually to several hundred thousand

CHICAGO.

ellml-latlo-

dollars.
blow to art, no doubt of that.
What will the comedians do without

WITHOUT THROWilf

It's a

thet y

custard pies to throw? Picture the
desolation of Fatty Arbuckle when
he is told that he mustn't peal potatoes with an electric fan. How will
Charlie Chaplin exist without hurling
a cream puff Into the face of a policeman every morning? And then, too,
what about the more or less legitimate drama? Really there will be no use
for the pestered heroine to put on her black shawl and, sniffling into her
soggy nanaKercmer, go out into tne Ditter night where the DroDertv enow is
falling, anless she can leave a roast turkeyon the dining-rootable with a
lot of wolves around it about to pounce on the bird.
will
done
be
about the banquet scene in "Mucbeth?" Mnst Gobbo
What
give up his apple? Shall Jack Falstaff drink his cup o' slack without a
toast in't? Shall the good knight's boon companions, Nyra, Bardolph and
Pistol, lusty trenchermen all, go unllned with capon? Why, this Hoover
terson migni even Dar cnicttens irom tne musical snows !

THE
A GUARANTEED

REMEDY FOR

ASTHMA

WRITES A LETTER

Tour oiET wru
UreiDii by your
Without any qqnMlon If thla mmedr doM notUrnl
benetil

II

violent lb auaoas

01

ob.unaie iba

PROCLAIMED
REPUBLIC

Colorado Man Was in Trouble for

RECORD TAX BILL

He Says.

nit

ui

Would Give Him the Lie.
Rounder This gas bill is only twenty cents.
Clerk Well, sir?
Rounder Better make it $4.20. My
Wife keeps tlie bills, and I've been writing her that during her absence I've
spent all my evenings at home.

REVENUE

Years,

Twenty-Fiv- e

In either form (Cigarette. Pipa Mlxtnre or Powder)
HHUHir In evarr
fi)lllrlT gire. INSTANT
en rod tbouund. who bad ban
ounalderwl Inmirable, after bavins triad erar; olbar
mean, of relief In Tain.
Sufferer, ara aOurded an
opportunity of availing theniulve. of thla "Moner-Bavk- "
guarantee offer as through puroha.lng from
their own regular Pru.gl.t, they ara iura their
money will be refunded by blm if iba remedy fall..
Ion will be the aula Judge aa to whether ron ara
aeneíU'd and will get your money baok If yon ara
w ao
know sf
fairer propotiUol
whleh w.oould make.
R. Schiflminn CoH Proprietors, 81. Paul, Minn.

nt

SENATE PASSES

tin

ÜSTIlLlADOl.
'

RUSSIA IS

STATING FACTS

eYrroa.of
A.thuia,llrnnciillAathina,Hy
raver or Dlrncult
llr.athlupc. No uur huí

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ALL
FIVE CABINET MEMBERS TO GOV.
ERN NATION UNDER DIREC-

GAINED TEN FOUNDS

TION OF KERENSKY.

Tanlao Has Sure Done Wonders for
Me," He Writes Expresses Desire
to Help Other 8ufferers.

REBELLION IS CRUSHED

MEASURE BREAKING
WORLD RECORDS GOES
TO CONFERENCE.

$2,411,670,000

RAISE

CONSUMPTION

TAXES ON SUGAR,
TEA, COFFEE AND MOLASSE8
KNOCKED OUT.

Remarkable indeed Is the experience PROBLEMS REMAINING FOR 8ET.
Lopez, residing in Roubl
TLEMENT ARE POLITICAL,
Waatarn Newspaper Union News Service.
deau, Colorado, as related by himself
DECLARES PREMIER.
in a personal letter to Tanlac head
Washington. The war revenu hill
quarters. His plain convincing stateproposing the greatest single levy
ment follows exactly as it was writ
on taxes in the history of the worl- dWaatarn N.w.paper Union News Service.
ten:
was passed ny the Senate.
Roubldeau, Colo., Aug. 25th, 1917.
Petrograd, Sept. 17. Russia has
The measure provides revenue total
There Is no place like home when Mr. O. F. Willis,
been proclaimed a Republic. The pro lng $2,411,670,000. an Increase of 1542,
a man Is broke.
Tanlac Distributor,
visional government issued the proc 700,000 over the amount proposed in
Dear Sir:
lamatlon, dated Sept. 14. The proo me Din as it was passed bv the House
I want to write and tell you what lamatlon follows:
The difference between the House and
Tanlac has done for me. I have been
"General Kornlloff's rebellion hai Senate provisions will be comorc-A PHYSICAL WRECK sick for twenty-fiv- e years and have not been quelled. But great is the con raised by the conference committee of
been able to eat any supper for five fusion caused thereby and again great the two bouses.
Laid Up In Bed, Barely Holding
years, neither could I eat any vege is the danger threatening the fate ot
The Senate adopted, 40 to 34, Senatables or fruit because I would cramp the fatherland and its freedom. Hold tor Smoot's motion to strike out the
Onto Life. Doan' Effected
so in my stomach.
lng it necessary to put an end to ths McKellar amendment providing a gone
Marvelous Recovery.
years old and before external indeftnlteness of the state'! increase In second-clasI am sixty-fiv- e
postage rates
"Without warning I was dragged to
I started taking Tanlac I had gone
beyond 300 miles and designed to sethe brink of the grave by malignant down until I only weighed 138 pounds. organization, remembering the unani- cure
$12,000,000.
mous and rapturous approval of tha
kidney trouble," says Robert Wen-gatAfter taking three bottles of Tanlac republican Idea expressed at the Mob
114 Cypres Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
After knocking out the consumDtlon
My kidneys teemed to itop acting and
I have gone up to 148 pounds (gained cow state conference, the provisional taxes on tea, coffee, sugar and molass
me paini in my Dacu
ten pounds). I can eat a hearty sup government declares that the consti- es, proposed in the House bill, the Senwere terrible. Big,
per, vegetables and fruit without the tutional organization, according to ate passed the measure by a vote of
bloaty puffs came under
slightest of pain or gas troubling me, which the Russian state is ruled, is a 69 to 4.
my eyes and attacks of
dizziness often blinded
Tanlac has sure done wonders for republican organization and It hereby
Here are some of the things the bill
me. My limbs swelled
me and as I hope It may do the same proclaims the Russian Republic.
will do:
twice normal size and I
for other sufferers. Tou can use this
Raise approximately
could presa big dents in$2,500,000,000
"Pending the definite constitution ol
to the flesh.
letter if you wish.
revenue in addition to the $1,330,000,-00present
a
and
in
view
Cabinet,
of
the
"I was confined to
Yours truly,
raised by existing law.
1.:
.mj i l
extraordinary circumstances, all afANTONIO LOPEZ.
Compel war profiteers to pay
nr. wafto. ieverai times a day.
fairs of state have been entrusted to
There is a Tanlac dealer in your M. Kerensky, premier; M. Terest-chenko- ,
Despite the best of treatment, I grew
out of their estimated
worse and was taken to the hospital.
town. Adv.
excess profits this year.
ot
foreign
affairs;
minister
I didn't improve, however, and was
Take approximately $842,000,000 from
brought home again, barely holding
General Verkhovsky, minister of war,
Force of Practice.
onto life.
Admiral Verdervskl, minister of ma- Incomes.
"Toward the last of 1913. a friend
Impose liquor, tobacco, stamp and
"That singer knows how to manage rine, and M. Nikitln, minister of posts
persuaded me to try Doan i Kidney
consumption
range."
her
taxes to the extent of
"KERENSKY,
and telegraphs.
Pillt and I cannot put into words
"She ought to know. She used to be
.bout $40,000,000.
what they did for me. The first box
"Minister and President
a cook."
Levy income taxes upon the earnhelped more than all the other medi"YAROUDNI,
cines and treatments I had taken. I
ings
of single men over $1,000, and of
"Minister of Justice."
continued and from an emaciated wreck
If yon wish beautiful, clear white
married men over $2,000.
of a man I have taken On good, solid
Election
of
the
constituent
assent
cioinei, ose neo. urosi Bag Blue. At au
Draft approximately $183,000,000 of
flesh until I now weigh 223 pounds and
bly again has been postponed because
gooa grocers. Aav.
am in the best of health. Doan't alone
the work ot organization throughout the steel trust's war profits.
deserve the credit."
Proposes levies upon passenger
An apparatus operated by com- the country has not been completed.
Stforn to before me.
travel,
freight, telegraph and long disJAMES T. COUGHLDf, Com. of Deeds
pressed air, recently Invented, literally Elections to the assembly now are
tance telephone messages.
fixed for Nov. 12 and the members
blows ice cream from molds.
Get Doan't al Any Star, 60s a Bos
are to convene Nov. 28 (Russian Cal- LUXBURG DENIAL NOT ACCEPTED
endar).
many
Too
we
not
things
are
for
wait
FOSTER-NULURN CO. BUFFALO, N. Y.
Gen. Kornlloff, leader of the recent U. 8. to Demand New Swedish Rule
worth the delay.
rebellion against the provisional govto Oust
ernment, and Gen. Lokomsky, com
Washington.
So serious does Presimander of the northern front, whore- Wilson regard Sweden's violation
fused to take command of the Rus- dent
sian armies after Karniloft was de of neutrality in the Argentine affair
that he will be satisfied with no acposed, have been arrested.
tion shore of a change in the personnel of the Stockholm government
RUSSIANS HALT RAID NEAR RIGA.
which will eliminate the
Italians Advance Positions North of officials who have made their1 country
the accomplice of the Prussian auGorlza and on San Gabrlele.
London, Sept. 17. All the fighting tocracy In war plots against American
fronts reported more activity, the states. This disclosure was made in
greatest of the struggles being near connection with Information that the
Riga and on the Isonzo. A stubborn three messages made public by Secbattle is in progress thirty miles retary of State Lansing constitute
northeast of Riga, and Petrograd says only a small part ot the evidence that
the Russian troops are holding the line the Swedish government has been acting regularly as the channel of secret
by valiant attacks.
between Berlin and
The Italians have advanced their communication
Re- line on the Balnslzza plateau and near German envoys and agents In neutral
countries.
Monte San Gabriele.
The people of Sweden generally
The crown prince made an ineffec
tual assault against the French forces are not
but it is believed
Dugouts and defenses were wrecked here that the ruling element would
in a successful British raid near Che- - rush the country Into the Teutonic
rlsy, southeast of Arras. Berlin also camp if they dared to do so without
admits losses in Flanders on the some tangible reasons that it would
Ypres-Menlroad.
satisfy the people.
Of Antonio

s

0

$1,000,-000,00-

0

$4,100,-000.00-

0
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Many Women in this Condition
gain Health by Taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

n

a
rJ

7. suffered from female
Ridgway, Perm.
trouble with backache and pain in my side for over
seven months so I could riot do any of my work. I
was treated by three different doctors and was
getting discouraged when my
told ma
how Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
helped her. I decided to try it, and it restored my
health, bo I now do all of my housework which is
not light as I have a little boy three years old."
Mrs. O. M. Retines, Ridgway, Perm.

jpM,''I?l

I "4

sister-in-la-

w

Mrs. Ltndsey Now Keeps House For Seven.
Tennille, 6a. "I want to tell you how much I have been benefited
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. About eight years ago I
got in such a low state of health I was unable to keep house for three in
the family. I had dull, tired, dizzy feelings, cold feet and hands nearly
all the time and could scarcely sleep at alL The doctor said I had a
severe case of ulceration and without an operation I would always
be an invalid, but I told him I wanted to wait awhile. Our druggist
advised my husband to get Lydia & Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and it has entirely cured me. Now I keep house for seven and work
am so thankful I got this medicine. I feel
in the garden some, too.
as though it saved my life and have recommended it to others and
they have been benefited". Mrs. W. E. Linbsbt, R R 8, Tennille, Ga.

'I

If you irnt special advice write to Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman and held In strict confidence.

Carter's little Liver Pills
You Cannot be yOiv A Remedy That
Constipated
and Happy
Small Pin
Small Does
Small Price

JlUTTLt

VER

.

Makes Life
Worth Living

Geoblne bears signature

Fall of Riga Shifts Peace Tone.
Amsterdam. The German answer
to the peace note of Pope Benedict,
according to the correspondent in Germany of the Amsterdam Tljd, is less

favorable than the peace advocates defeared as
sired and the
the result of recent events like the
fall of Riga, the disunity of Russia
and the reply of President Wilson to
the pope. "From the practical region
the corre
of definite concessions,"
spondent adds, "it hag been reduced
largely to the
theoretical
peace assurances."
well-know-

Diver Raids Ship In U. 3. Waters.
An Atlantic Port. Evidence that an
enemy submarine has begun depredations in American waters was brought
here by two steamships which picked
up wireless "S. O. S." calls indicating
that a ship was being shelled by a
in the vicinity of Nantucket
lightship. One ship receiving the distress calls was a British freighter and
the other an American tanker. Both
reported the scene of attack as about
sixty miles east of Nantucket.
Colorado Troops In Train Wreck.
Salt Lake City, Utah. Sixteen re-

cruits with fourteen other passengers
and two railroad employés suffered
minor injuries when a westbound
troop train, running as the second section and carrying soldiers for Fort
Douglas, Utah, collided head-owith
an eastbound passenger train at Maxwell, Utah, a station between Price
and Helper on the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad Saturday. The troop
train carried about 175 recruits from
Fort Logan, Colo.
n

IRON PILLS
pARTER'S
A'BBffii'tSSíS
will greatly help most
pettple
many
faces
coloriese

Sea ate Passes Big War Bond Bill.
Fifty Joliet Convicts In Riot.
Washington. The $11,638,956,460 ad
Jollet, 111. A riot occurred in the
ministration bond bill was passed by state prison here during which one
the Senate without a roll call and convict was shot and three guards
without a dissenting vote.
stabbed.

but

paJe-fac-

ed

Status Quo Peace Plea by Germany.
London. Throughout official London the belief is held that a very definite peace offer will come from Germany before winter and that the offer will suggest immediate cessation
of hostilities on a status quo basis.
Entente statesmen have fully indi
cated that they will refuse such terms
and no doubt Germany is aware of
this. But German leaders regard a
status quo offer as an Indispensable
step in the preparation of German
public opinion for further concessions.
Berkman Gives $25,000 Ball; Rearrest
New York. Alexander Berkman,
0
anarchist, succeeded in raising
cash bail to gain his liberty pending appeal from his conviction for part
ticipation in
conspiracies,
and was promptly rearrested when he
stepped from the Tombs. Central office detectives took him in custody on
request of the San Francisco authorities, who want him to explain his alleged connection with the bomb explosion on preparedness day, in July,
1916, when Beven persons were killed
'

$25,-00-

anti-draf-

there.
Government Controls Wheat Market
Chicago. The government wheat
corporation assumed full charge of
wheat coming Into this market Sept.
10. Millers were permitted last week
to buy in the open market at the
prices fixed by the government, but

henceforth they must deal with agents
the food administration. Local
agents Intend to allow outside aa well
as local millers to buy wheat here.
of

Silver,

97c,

Highest Since 1891.
Silver was quoted at
the highest since Sept 28. 1891.

New York.

7.

enjoy-

In other words, doubly

able

beneficial; that's why

t

ÜLWLEY5

c

Is popular the world over.
Many a long watch or a hard
Job Is made more cheerful
s
by this
refreshment.

t
I

t
t
a
t

lona-lastin-

WBArvVO

After Every Meal

Mf

E3 The

Flavor Lasts
Allays tbirst

loWRIGLEYS

Aids appetite
and digestion

Pf.HrtCI

M

It

Feed the Fighters

Win the

!

Harvest the Crops

fcs

GUM

and tatuoe

h

mkY i

War!!

Save the Yields

On the battle fields of France and Flanders, the United States boys and the
Canadian boya are fighting side by side to win for the World the freedom that Prus
sianism would destroy. While doing this they must be fed and every ounce of
muscle that can be requisitioned must go into use to save this year's crop. A short
harvest period requires the combined forces of the two countries in team work, such
as the soldier boys in France and Flanders are demonstrating.

Francs and Flandirs and ths Combined
America
Bring ths Allied Victory Nearer.

Tha Combined Fighters In

Harvesters

In

WILL

A reelDroeal arrariKement for tht oas of farm workers has been oarfected between the Deoart- ment af the Interior of Canada and the Department, of Labor and Agriculture of the United States,
under which it is proposed to permit the harvesters that are now engaged in the wheat fields of Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minneaota and Wisconain to move
over into Canada, with the privilege of later returning to the United States, when the crops In th
United States have been conserved, and help to save the enormous crops in Canada which by that
time will be ready for harvesting.

HELP YOUR CANADIAN NEIGHBOURS WHEN YOUR OWN CROP IS HARVESTED

1 1 1

Canada Wants 40,000 Harvest Hands to Take Care of Its
13,000,000 ACRE WHEAT FIELD.

One cent

s mile rsüwav fare

from the International boundary line to destination and the same

rate returning to the International Boundary.

High Wages, Good Board, Comfortable Lodgings.
An Identification Card Issued at the boundary by a Canadian ImmIs ration Officer will guaran
tee no trouble in returning to the United States.
AS SOON AS YOUR OWN HARVEST IS SAVED, move northwsrd and assist your Canadian
neighbour in harvesting hi.; in thia way do your bit in helping "Win the War". For particulars aa to

mute., identification carda and place where employment may be bad. apply to Superintendent
of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to

W. V. DENNETT, Room

n

Convincing Proof of This Fact

as It Is

As beneficial

4, Be. Bldg., Omaha, N.br.

Canadian Government Agent.

Not Like Home.
The bright boy In khukl was dilating
on the woes of army life.
thiin he used to do."
"Yes," he said to his old mother, "we
"Yes. He has gotten Into the wuy of
wanting time for himself and others don't get much In the way of fancy
standing around talking about 'effi foods, or anything like that. Our camp
cook's all right on stews and soup, but
ciency.' "
he can't go beyond them. The other
Red Cross Ban Bine makes the laundress day, you know, when I went back, I
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow. took a cucumber with me that I was
All good grocers. Adv.
going to share with one or two of the
boys. I gave It to the cook and asked
Flfty-Fifthim to get it ready for us, and what
Bernard was present at a dinner pur- - d'you think he did with It? Tut It in
ty, in which some of the guests brought the oven and baked it."
their children. One little girl wanted
"Oh, poor boy !" said the fond mothto piny with Bernard's toysf, but he er. "A pity I couldn't have been there
was st'lflsh and wouldn't let her.
to look after you. I'd have boiled It
"Now, Bernard," said mother, "you lovely for you !"
must be u little gentleman."
"Yes," suld he, "but she must be a
Love In a Cottage.
lady."
He Their engagement is broken off,
An Efficiency Study.
Is doing even loss
"BllKRins

work

I understand.
CLEAR YOUR COMPLEXION
While You Sleep With Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Trial Free.

She Oh, yes.
He What was the reason?
She Why", both were satisfied that
they could Uve on love in a cottage,
but when they got to details they discovered that each of them contemplated supplying nothing but the love.

On retiring, gently smear the face
with Cuticura Ointment, wash off In
Ave minutes with Cuticura Soap and
Easy to Remedy.
hot water, and continue bathing a few
Jones was always complaining of his
minutes with the Son p. The Influence wife's memory. '
of this treatment on the pores extends
"She can never remember anything,"
through the night.
said he. "It's awful 1"
Free sample each by mall with Book.
"My wife was just as bad," said
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L, Brown, "till I, found out a capital reBoston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

cipe."

it?" asked Jones, eagerly.
Brown, "whenever
"How do you suppose some people there's anything particular I want the
spent their spare time before motion missus to remember I write It on a
slip of paper and gum it on the looking
pictures were invented?"
"I don't like to nr 'nr unkind to glass."
Jones is now a contented man.
they started
those persons, but In
to spending practtcuüy all of their
leisure moments In photoplay houses When Your Eves Need Care
they knew a great deal more about
Try Murine Eye Remedy
their neighbors' private affairs than Ko Smarting Jnst Bra Comfort. 10 eenta at
Irniralata or mall. Write for rree Bra Book,
they do now."
ktJUJNB XX Jt SEUJBOX CO., CliiCAUO
"VVhat is

Cutting Down Gossip.

.

"Why,"

said

J
THR

The Spanish American
'

tWaCW

--

gninnni

Sf ANTSÍI -AMTRICA.N

r

2

Adodst 17. 1911.

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

ADVERTISED " LETTERS ,

c
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Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,

Saltcnptioa $1.50 tm TM

Entered as

s

second-clas-

Winter Supplies

matter at the

poatoffice in Roy, New Mexico.
I

Mrs. S. R. Barlow
Amador Fernandez
Mr. D. E, Manzanares
Genara L, Gallegos
Miss Mikla Mullen
Miss Camilla Fuller
Mrs. Lena Holley
Mr. W. R. Richardson
Mr. S. A. Humm
Mr. V. Samuel
Mr. Wm. Pruett

Are Extremely Short.

Tbil aitioa, under God, thaO
have new birth of freedom,
and that government of the

Lay in Your Supply

people, by the people, for the
people, ahull not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

HERE'S

TO OLD GLORY,
BLESS HER!

Now

GOD

o

Fall and Winter

Underwear
For Men Women and Children and can save you Money if you buy

Ralph C. Ely has been removed
by Judge Holloman a3 Receiver
for the N, M. Central Ry. after
a prolonged hearing which didnt
blind anybody to thé real situa
tion whicn was - lhat Lly was
appointed by Republican influences to the position, that, if the
worst charged to him is true, he
filled the receivership as a true
republican was expected to fill
it, and, by reason of his having
shown symptoms of common
decency politically and a desire
to do his full duty by the inaol
vent R, R. he fell into disfavor

Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex
The Horse and
Much harness and
palled a big load.
practical
the most dependable
and state.

NOW

self-mad- e

--

with the "Gang" and the salary
and emoluments were desired and
rotten for a Republican who
would "Stand without hitching."
That seems to be the whole story
and Ralph Ely is appreeiated and
admired by all devotees of "A
Square Deal" just as much as he
ven was.

Hehaa probably discovered by
this time that trying to reform
the republican party in N. M.
from the inside is a dirty job.
Mrs. D. A. Carpenter, of
Oklahoma, remembers us
with a check and will still keep
posted on the doings of this
mesa.
Da-co-

Many men are progressive
enough in their views on every
other subject except politics.
They view the wonders wrought
by scientists, scholars, inventors
and others who are constantly
trying to make the world a better place to live in. They read

of the achievements of the airplane, which a few years ago
was looked upon as a toy, and admit that it is a great invention.
They ride in automobiles, which
twenty brief years ago were a
curiosity. They use the telephone
and yet the telephone is an inven
tioncf recent years. They read
under the mellow glow of electric
light and eat meals cooked by

The artificial

(Éíts tiqck to
whoWed ovens
ing ma on re.

"The One Price House"
"i EZ3

Ml

Dr. H. S. Murdoch;

I

--

C

Several were called to Clayton
last week as witnesses in the

A WOMAN'S

REASONING.

Hayes Real Estate Co.

MILK

Bale,

COWS:-f- or

fresh-W- .

H. GUTHMAN,
Roy, N. M.

ROY

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announc
ed in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,'

Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
1st & 3d Sunday i

at 7.30 P.

M

BAPTIST

Are you interested in high Second Sunday in
each month.
grade Jersey Cjws?
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M,
A car load can be brought here
if their is a demand for them.
Call ón, address or phone me LODGE DIRECTORY

People Speak Well oe
Chamberlain's Tablets

..

"I have been

the

I.O.O.F.

for a

160
Ky,

"Becnuw it is rrmiwlimr to know that

crop.
grpat men have been at times as
and Inconsequential as we pooi
Grandma Burgqvist ha3 been
mortals
very sick but is thought to be beans." who- don't amotrat to a hill ol
improving some now. She has
ON WALL STREET.
been suffering with stomach
fool-in-

-

f

trouble.

dollars; and,
WHEREAS, neither the said
any part thereof has been
paid; and
WHEREAS, the Ilea of the sadd
mortgage so foreclosed by the said
judgement runs agaihs: the following
described tracts and' parcels of land,.
judge-mentn-

w

among the guests.
Miss Eubanks returned home
Friday, All regretted to see her
leave but we could not keep her
as she was only on her vacation
She is employed at the Dawson

CHRISTIAN

of
Master

.

This section of the mesa has
been getting its share of moisHurmnv After Ail.
ture during the past week. It is "Do you flnif inspiration In readlnp
biographic
of great men?"
almost to late to be of any bene- the"Yes,
but I flfl't more comfort lr.
fit to the row crop but it will be miding their fove letters published
a great help to the wheat that nfter tin? tire dead'.."'
"Why wr
has been sowed, also the turnip

De-pe-

'all visitors.

selling Chamberlain's
Tablets for about two years and heard
HOMESTEAD LODGE 43
audi good reports from, my customers
Meets at its own Hall
that I concluded to give them a trial
Every Wednesday
myself, and can say that I do not beSale
Notice
Evening
lieve there is another preparation of
By Special
A.
Visiting
writes
G.
them,"
always wel
to
kindequai
Brothers
the
McBride, Headford, Ont. If you are come.
Public Notice f hereby given, that,
troubled with indigestion w constipaWHEREAS, on the 16tb day of
R. C. Grunig, N. G.
give them a trial. They will do
tion
April, 1917, in that certain canse in the
Wm.
G.
Sec'y.
Johnson
yon good.
district court of Mora Courty, New
Mexico, being numbered 240" and enHome
Best
titled A. L, Gregory, plaintiff,, vs. John One of
Rebekah Degree
W. Bentley, defendant, a judgement
Acres-- three miles north of
and decree of tourt was duly signed by
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Rich
in good1 community.
the judge of the said1 district court,
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
foreclosing a certain mortgage which soil and shallow water district. .
Evening each month
was the subject of saii action, the said Good wheat land. $10.00 an acre
filed
the
I. O. O. F. Hall
duly
been
having
decree
tit
if desired. Business lot
district court in thVoffieeof the county Terms
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
clerk of the said countj. and the Judge in Roy free to purchaser of the Grace V. Ogden Secy.
homestead. Address
meat so rendered in- the- said cause
one hundred twenty
for the sum-oVisiting Sisters welcome
American Land Company,
eigfit and 50 -l- Otf ($128.50) dollars,, toTucumcari, N. Mex.
gether with interest on the said amount 25tff
at eight per cent up to the date of sale
JACK P. MILLS
am( Hinting to fiwand 57100 ($5.5")

era dotlics.. Any normally constituted
womsm In a ease like that would feel
that ehe had" nothing to wear."

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hazen gave
a party Thursday evening in
honor of Miss Edith Eubanks
of Dawson, wha has been visiting
friends here. A large number
of guests were present and all re
port a nice time. Miss Fern
and Miss Pint of Roy were

of

'

I
"Long Murder Case."
Everyone regrets that such a
dreadful incident should occur to nothing f wear."
"That's Jnstt It," answered Mrs.
spoid the peacefulness of our
"Toa ninke twice us niucfi
community but enough will be money as Mr. Olithern does, and in?
said without any addition we clothes are no better than Mrs. Glltfr

could make.

L.

3--

to attend the Dental needs
this community.

"Look at Mr, dithers." saM Mr.
Dubwaltrv Slie la always well drmwod.
GUthers tkxwn't make half as much
money na I do, yet you say .yon hare
Ptoft-ws.te-

J.

Kitchell Block

-

at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to

time.

P. L. GUNN,
3 mile3 South, 4 West of Roy

SOON

Stfc

'

Miss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even-in- g

--

Miss Bertha Reinhart of Solano
has been staying with Mrs. Fred
Deitz during the past week.

MOSQUERO
mi
i

R, C i Grunig, President

Services 2d Sunday of each
Roy, N. M.
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
Has a High Opinion of Chamberlain
11.00
a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
TABLET3
Communion service at the morn"I have a high opinion of Chamber- ing service.
lain's Tablets for biliousness and as a
laxative," writes Mrs. C. A. Barnes,
PLEASANT VIEW
Cherleston, 111. "I have never fonnd
First Sunday each Month at 3,
anything so mild and pleasant to use.
My brother has also usd these tablets p.m.
with satifactory results."
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.'
Plenty ot mony to loan on
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
real estate. 9 percent - long

two-year-o- ld

Roy

30C

Y. P. S. C. E.

1--

.

.

.

of Springer, N. M.. will be in

c

'

I have two good
mules for sale, They are big felin Ancient Days. ""V
lows and the making of a fine
Incubation of eggs
the early Egyptians team. The price 3 right. See me
heated with ferment- 3 miles east and 2 2 north of
Solano.
John Meyrs.
30M1 Pd.

Incubation

Ploersheims

the Harness.
little horse never
That ts why tbe
man Is so often
In commerce, war
"

"

electricity.
In a hundred ways they are reminded every day that the wonderful genius of man is producing inventions such as would
Haspital.
have been hooted at and regard-a- s
We arev late again with the
impossible a few years ago.
They admit that the world is news but Mr. and Mrs Fred
making progress in everything Deitz are the proud parents of a
except politics. When it comes fine boy, born Sept. 2nd.
to a question affecting their po
Cora Moore has been on the
litical creed they want to turn sick list during the past week.
back the hands of time about
Judge Smith, Mr. Wickhara,
fifty years. They are perfectly
Mr. Garms, Mr. F. M. Deitx and
willing for progress to be made
Mr. C. C. Moore were in Roy on
in every other thing that has a
one day last week.
bearing on our daily life, but business
when it comes to politics they
Mrs. Sanger is on the sick list
do
must
we
balk and insist that
Mr. Clifford Thomas, of Solano
things now just like they did
was in Mosquero, on business
back in grandfather's time.
Thursday
H. C. Herby in Albuquerque
There was a dance at Mosque
Herald.
ro Saturday evening. We can't
MosSay how it was, 'cause we wasn't
s
Fred Tinker, was up from
quero Tuesday and called on the there
S--

Johnson,

Wm. G.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
"Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy was used by my father about Meets each Synday at 10, A. M
Your
a year ago when he had diarrhoea. It at Christian Church.
relieved him immediately, by taking presence is necessary.
H
three doses he was absolutely cured.
Rev. G. B. Hall,' Supt
He has grreat faith in this rempdy,"
writes Mrs. W. H. Williams, Stanley,

loan;
J. E. Wildman, Loan and Insurance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,

The above letters will remain
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
end of that time, same will be
sent to the Division of Dead Let- iters, San Francisco California.
When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
letters delivered.

We have received our

Church Director

AND DIARRHOEA HEMEDY

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
6 percent interest. Come in and
let us talk to you about your

Mrs. S. R. Barlow
Daisy Barnes.

John A. Dix.

Great Faith in 'Chamberlain's Colic

N. Y.

Pantaleon Herrera

If anyone attempt! to haul down
he American flag, shoot him on the

apot

,

Sept 5. 1917,
The following is allot of letters
reaiainit in the Post Office, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Sept 3rd

"The House of Service"

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

I

I

IT. S.
Fillings,

IffSfiIsrt3
if

Commissioner

Proofs
land matters.

t ff

Ci9Y'y

and all

PGoat

Als Surveys and Plats.
t

-

M The Incomparable Baby Food
i The Perfect Food for Invalids Si
Fl Vorki woadtri la rwtvnay bmlth to Attm
Buffering with tubérculo! or tomaco.
1

Prompt Attention
Office-a-

AMilk 1
l

Pure

UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

it

Solano, New Nexhto.

j

troubla. PocithplvooboatheprobHMM
of infantile aulnotmaoo.
THl
lkadino) MuooiTa

lí

Jfff

ár
at
Lots 1 and 2 and! the south half
Pul. ia 11. TÚU
C.N. ROARK
the northeast quarter, and the southt-ea- st
GOAT MILK CO.
Clayton New Mex. WI2EMANN
quarter of section six, township
royaMUOn'a Big. "..iJU"" an r.anto
Cl
twenty-twnorth range twenty-si- x
a.f
PLATS
of
kinds
LAND
j
east. N. M. P. M., containing three
hundfced twenty and 33100 (320.33)
Abstracts of U. S. Land
acres;: together witk all improvement
"
MAPS.
Office Records,
and appartenances thereto
thereon
Prompt
Attention
Mrs.
goes
'
There
First Broker
fully fully set out at the mortgage deed
,3Ieekton's husbamK.
Law
Second Broker1 TSTiy do you refer j forming a part of the complaint in the
Prompt and Careful Attention
said action; all of the said property ly-- 1
to him like that?
For best results mail your
Given all Business Entrusted
First Broker listeause In the recent ing in the County of Mora and State of
New Mexico, and,
merger he lost hi Identity.
films to Lafayette Studio.
to me
Roy,
New
Mexico.
WHEREAS nder the said decree
ROY
NEW MEXICO
Nature Study.
the undersigned was duly appointed
However fair this world to me.
no denying:
One fart
special master by the Court to execute
The Government needs Far
Close contain with a bumble bee
j O&e terms of the said decree and to ex-- !
Is very, very trying.
mers as well as Fighters. Two
ecute a deed to the purchaser of the million three
hundred thousand
t said described property ;
Motherly Advice.
'
"Johnny." snirt the Cincinnati moth
THEREFORE, the said described Acres of . Oregon & California
Then you will have a
er. "I wish ywr would quit using that tend gnd reaj egtate will be sold at Railroad Co. Grant Lands, . Title
PUBLIC SALE.
low. vulgar l.mstwge.
public auction at the front door of the revested in United States. To
Johnny.
replied
"Why, mtaer."
court house in the town of Mora Coun- - be opened for homesteads and
There's only one REAL Auc"Shakespeare- - said what I Just said."
v or ora, ew ex.co a, ten ochjck saje
with
associating
Containing some of best tioneer in the Country, Thats - "Then yon must quit
"He's in the morning of the itth day or Octo- uim," said the good woman.
her. 1917. to the highest bidder for land left lirtJnited States. Large
not a fit companion for yon."
cash, in orde- - to realize the said sum Copyrighted Map, showing land
of one hundred twenty eight and 50 100 by Sections and description of
His address is MILLS N.
$128.60 dollars, together with five goji, climate, rainfall, elevations
You
Green food Is required to kep ta
can have SALE BILLS
.
a
r r rrrt J 11
Lo.oj aonars interest,
prtafnaM
fnmnaPQtnro or
sppetlte keyed up to the proper keen-nes- ana 57-- 100
printed
and make dates at the
to supply certain elements In tho and the costs of the sale,
Spanish-America- n
Roy,
Office.
Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
Charles U Strong,
egg and make the yolk pod white pi
10-- 1
New Mexico.
Special Master,
proper colorand texture,
Co. Portland, Oregon.
"5Ji

y

o,

J. B. LUSK

j
j

Attorney

tbu-re'-

at

j

? SELLING OUT?

i

Col F.O. WHITE

--

W

rJ

z

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

4r.

Here are Two
Things you Can Do
with money
Keep it Hidden in

TLf

.

Decide and Act TODAY

i

Cars Housed and Cared for

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept, 14. 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Petrolino Trujillo of David New Mex,
who, on July. 21 1914 made HE No.
J
0181.18 for
Nl-SSec 11 Twp, 17N. Range 29E.
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before W H
willcox U. S. Commissioner at Roy

Repadr Work e0a"olÍnesta" r

ev-

Davenport Bro's, proprietor

ROY,

NOTICE rOB PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,. U. S. Land
Office

New Mex.

Sl-N-

!

NEW MEX.

SJ-N-

NJ-Sw-

"

9--

Sept 26, 1917
NOTICE FUR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
M. N. Baker
Henry Stone
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Aug. 1 1917
Leopoldo Andrada
J. M. Finch
Notice is hereby given that
All of Roy New Mexico
Jesse M Johnson of Roy, N. M. who
PAZ VAL VERDE,
on Dec. 10,1912 andAdd'l June 9, 1913
Register
madeH. E. & Add'INos. Olf.299, 016146
for NE1 and NwJ;S. 23 T 2lN. R26E
N. M. P Meridian, bas filed notice of
Few Mendicants.
Intention to make three Year Proof, to
Though the city of Panama la a
establish claim to the land above
place, practically every race
described before F. H Foster, U S being represented In Us 60,000 inhabiComr.
at ,Koy, New Mexico, on tants, there are no beggars except a

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

25,

Í017

.

Claimant ñamen as. witnesses:
Lee Davis
J, M. Beard
Hero Davis
Joseph Wright
All of Roy

.

New. Mexico
PAZ VALVERDB

Registei.

2

The Simple Truth.
Mabel "I'm going to get married
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
next month, Lizzie, if Jim can get a
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
Aug 14, 1917.
week oft from his Job. I think he'll be
Notice is hereby given that William uble to; yer see, it Isn't as if 'e was
S Arnold of Solano N. M. who on June asking for a vacation to have a good
12, 1913 made H. E. No. 016215 for time." Vanity Fair.
SE1-NE-

J,

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Sec.

8

Sec. 17
SWJ NwJ, Sec, 9 and
Township 18N. Range 26E. N. M.
P Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F.H. Foster U. S. Commisioner
at his office in Uoy, New Mexico, on
J.

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

The First Umbrella.
The first umbrella In America first
appeared on the street of Baltimore,
where it created a great sensation.
This importation from India was
quickly taken up in Philadelphia and
New York.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

EiSEJ,

Perod teals and Stationery

few blind men.

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
C.Ü.ST8OK0. County Trewurer

Tom

J. TltLOB, jr., Absrtacto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
v

Eliminates the Heat
using two slightly separated
lenses and passing a current of air
between them a French scientist has
succeeded In freeing the high power
light of motion picture projectors from

Mora, New Mexico

All Matters entrusted to u dispatched wltb Promptness and Accuroy
Your Huslness Kcspectfully Solicited

.

J.F.ARNETT

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- -

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00

Rural-Communi-

MEALS Served at

ty

0

Roy, NcwMexico
Short Orders
Regular Meals
7.F.ARNÉTT Prop'r.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton,

N. M.

Sept.

Blackleg

Notice is hereby given

14

1917

that

Eduardo Deschampa of Albert New
Mex. who on July 24 1913 made HE.
No. 016724 for the
Sec 34
and SEi S 35 T 20N. R 28E.
NMP Meridian has Hied notic.o of intention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described', before
H. Willcox U S
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N M on the 10th day of Nov. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose E Arguello
Juan D Arguello
J R Lopez All three of Albert
Nasario Baca of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
J:

i;

Kansas

Germ-Fre- e

Fluid

VACCINE

The Vaccine that SAFELY IMMUNIZES
and Immunizes Safely
Made in Kansas by

The Kansas Blackleg Serum Co
Wichita, Kansas
For further information Apply to

Ben Floersheim,
Abbott, N. Mex,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
'
Sept. 14. 1917
Notice is hereby given that Victoria
Guferrez of Solano N, M. who on
April lfi 1914 made HE No 017741 for
1
SJ- - NwJ Swj Sec 14
Sec 15
Township. .8N. Range 27E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Jack P Mills U S Commissioner
at Solano, N. M. on Nov. 10 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. G Trujillo
Faustin Gutierrez
T E Bowman
J S Horton
All of Solane N. M,
NJ-SE-

.

Paz Valverde,

.

10-2- 0

'

SEi-SEiSe- c.

29

aadEJ-NE- J,

NEt-SE-

J

014103 & 020400 for NEJ-Sw- l,
J
Sec 4
3 Twp 18N Rng 26E. NMP

Register

'

NJ-S-

Seo

Meridian has
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
filed notice of intention to make three
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
'
Sept. 14, 1917
year proof, to establish claim to the
Notioe is hereby given that Jay land above described, before F.
M Finch of Roy, New Mexico who H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
' made HE, No. 016242 office at Roy, N. M. on . Oct 27 1917
on
and
J
Nwi.-SE- J
forSwt-NEClaimant names as witnesses:
NWJ Sec 19Twp l8NRng 20 E N. M.
W. H Guthman
a J Smith
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention
H M West
Clarence Leffler
to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
All of Roy New Mexico
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
N M on the 14th day of Nov 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
N. M. Baker
Leopoldo Andrada
Arnold
Maud Esta Andrada Alex
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
All of Roy New Mexico
Office at Clayton New Mexlo
PAZ. VALVERDE,
Sept. 4, 1917
Register
0
Notice is hereby given that David
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Gonzales of Roy N M who on Arpil 24,
1911 made H E No 013185 for SwJ-SDepartment of the Interior
Sec3NWl-NK- i
Section 10
Clayton N M
U. S. Land Office at
18
Township
north Range 26 east
N M P Meridian, has filed notice of in
Sept 14 .1917
Notice is hereby given that Harry tention to make Five Year Proof, to
H wortman of Roy N. M. who on establish claim to the land above
June 11, & Nov H 1913, made H. E Nos. described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
NEi Sec 29 Comr. at Roy, N. M. on the 26th day
016150 A 016989 for the
and NWi Section, 28 Township 21N of Oct 1917
Range 27E N. M. P. M, has filed
Claimant names as witnesses:
notice of intention to make Three
West
Jose S Lcpez
Iee
Years Final Proof, to establish
Maurice N Baker Epifanio Flores
described
claim to the land above
All oi Rov New Mexico.
before F H Foster, y S comisioner et
9th
M.,
on
N.
VALVERDE,
the
Roy
PAZ
office at
Register
day of Nov 1917
Essentials to Achievement.
Claimant names as witnesses: .
There are five essentials to achieve' J H Mitchell
Ben Stewart
ment in every line: Vision, initiative,
LA Brown sound
hC Mitchell
Judgment,
confidence,
snd
All of Roy New Mexico
courage.' And each of these qualities
Is Inspired and fostered by knowledge.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
NJ-Sw-

L

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

The Home Restaurant

10-2-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

PHONE at Springer.

E

filed notice of intention to make Five
year final proof, to establish claim to
described,
before
he land above
Register & Receiver U. S, Land
Office Clayton N. M. on the 23rd day
of Oct. 191T
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manuel Lovato
Nicolas Lovato
Of De Haven N Mex
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Juan Roybal
Adan Garcia
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
. of Bueyeros N Mex
Office at Clayton, New Miio, .
PAZ VALVERDE,
Sept. 4 1917
Register.
0
Notice is hereby given that .
Alfred M Davenport of Roy N M who
NOTICE FGS PUBLICATION.
on Nov 221913'made H E No 017193

10-2- 0

ROY, N. M.

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

4 1917.

.

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,

Sept

Notice is hereby given that
Joseph A Holmes of Roy New Mex,
who on June 2nd 1916 made H. E. No.
021393 NwJ-NE- J
S30T20NR26E.N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Commutation Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described before F H Foster U 8
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M on Oct 27 1917
Claimant names as witnesses: ,
Jacob Floersheim R E Alldredge
A S Hanson
Elmer Neal
3
a'J of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior U S Land
Francisquito Garcia . Tobias Cruz
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
AlejandroGarcia
Deciderio Lujan
Sept 4 1917
All of Bueyeros N M
hereby
given that
Notice is
PAZ VALVERDE
Aaron W. Morris of Roy, N M who on
Register Nov, 6, 1911 and Aug 12 1915 made H.K

Roy Telephone Co.

Now under Management of

i FOR
PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. 3. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Sept. 4 1917
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Jose Lovato of De Haven NM. who on
Sept 27 1912 made H. E. No. 015043
for Lots 5,647 Sec 6 Lot 1 Section 7
NM PM has
Two 19N Rnir 31E

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U? S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

Sec 32 Twp21NRng26E NMPM haa
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
H Foster
U S Commissioner
on Nov 2 1910 & Aug 10 1914 made HE office at Roy, N. M., on
n
Nos. 012353 and 01828S for Si SecClaimant names as witnesses:
tion 15 Townspip 21 N Range 31E.
Irvin Ogden Sr.
Ed Noble
N M. F. Meridian has filed notice of
Earl Baum
F S Brown
proof
intention to make three-yea- r
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
to establish claim to the land above
described before P.egister & Receiver
NOTICE rOit PLBÍ.ICATION
Clayton N M 16th day of Nov 1917.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

The Southwestern
Hotel

0

10-1-

for

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being!
.straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

heat.

10-2-

2

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
,
Office atClayton New Mexico,
'
1917,
Sept. 4,
NOTICE Is hereby given that
Julian Aragón of Bueyeros N. M. who

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

By

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE

The Roy Drug Store

2

Sept.

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept, 4, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Slusher of Roy N. M. who on July 19
1915 made H E No. 020492 for NwJ
Section 21 Township 21N. Range 27 E.
N. M. Pv Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before F H Foster U S Cora'r at
Roy, N.N. on the26th day of Oct. 1917
New Mexico on Nov. 10 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. B. Slusher
George Wortman
Vicente Montez
Juan J Montano
Harry Wortman
Harry Burria
of David New Mexico
All of Roy New Mexico.
Eusebio Montano
Juan T Montano
PAZ VALVERDE,
of Albert N M
3
Register

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK
ROY,

10-1-

9--

8--

At Reasonable Rates.

Point

'

!

and LIVERY

Bank it Safely in this Safe, Helpful

You Have Your
is in favor of the second method.

í

.

Roy Garage

--

ry

A

THE' UNIVE R $ A 1. CAJT

the house A. burglar knows every possible hiding place Fire can always reach it -- and
It will pay you No Interest. or

Choice-Eve-

S--

SE1-SW-

some cranny about

Bank, where it will aid you in many ways
ery minute it is on deposit.

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office Santa Fe New Mexico.
' Aug. 14, 1917.
Sept 7, 1917 .
Notice is hereby given that Jutn NOTICE is hereby given that James
Roybal of Bueyeros N M, who on Aug A. Cropp of Trementina New Mexico,
23 1912 made H. E. No. 015141 for Lots Who on Feb. 20 1913. made H. E. No.
2, 3, 4 and
Sec7 Twp. 19N 017978 for SWJ, S3T16N R24E N.M.P.
J
Rng. 31E. N.M.P. Meridian has tiled Meidian, has filed notice of intention
notice of intention to make five year to make Three Year Proof, to estab
proof to establish claim to the lish claim to the land above described
land above described, before Register before Jose G. Homero, U. S Com. at
and Receiver U. S. Land Office at Clay Hilario, N. M. on Oct. 24 1917.;
ton New Mexico on Sept 21 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Petrolino Quintana Bentura Quintana
Pablo Rodriguez
Adán Gnreia
J. M, Howe
E. B. Cropp
Albino Jaramillo , Juan Rodriguez
All of Trementina New Mexico.
All of Bueyeros New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
5
3
Register.

Ni-N-

--

Famous for Cate Palma.
Bagdad Is famous fnr especially flaFarm For Sale
vored date palms. There are several
famous date forests about the dlta of
320 acres 4 miles northwest of the Tigris nnd Euphrates. One of the
Roy, well improved, $12.00 per most Interesting find useful relies of
10 20
acre 100 acres fenced, 80 acres the Moorish civilization that remains
In Spain is the most wonderful' palm
Add Comparisons.
crop. See me at the farm.
grove in the world. It might be called
"Love you better than any girl I
foresight
to
monument
Kwiecien
a fitting
the
Anton
Why, I lnvo you better
and careful husbandry of those unfur-tuiint- c ever met?
'
Roy, N. Mex.
than any girl I ever strw In tho mo- people.
'

:

VlM."

.

The Business

Philosopher.

Suck's Objection.
Buck KIlby says h's objection to th
lipartmerit house Is that It docs avvaj
with th:" privacy of tint ÍMV.y tjuuP
Capital.
ret

4

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE MEWS

INCHEASEJAX VALUES

Queen Eleanore of Bulgaria died at
Sofia, Belgium. She had been ill some
time.

NEW MEXICO

Uruguayan marines boarded all the
German ships in the harbor at Montevideo, the government having heard
of plans to sink the vessels.
The Argentine government sent to
the German legation passports to be Weatern New.paper Union Newe Service.
delivered to Count Luxburg, the GerCOM I NO EVENT".
man charge de'affalreg in Buenos Sept.
Seventh Annual Northern
New
Mexico Kalr at Katon.
Aires.
Bept 7
Indian School Annual Fair
at Crown 1'olnt.
Charges of conspiracy were made
Sept.
Farmers' Fair at Las
by the government at Peking against
Cruces.
Sept.
fourteen Germans and Herr Cordes,
Dona Ana County Fair
at Las Crucea.
manager of the German bank, has Oct.
Convention
of Women's
been arrested.
Club at Gallup.
Oct.
2
Woodmen
of the World
The Amsterdam Weser Zeltung says
rally at Santa Fé.
the German reply to Pope Benedict's
peace plea will contain no details, but
At Estancia 95 voted for prohibition
will accept In principle the pope's ind 99 against.
peace program.
An attempt was made to blow up the
The Swiss Socialists have been in- light plant at Socorro.
formed that, owing to violation ot neuThe cowboy camp meeting in Grant
trality by Sweden, the much discussed :ounty was a great success.
conference at Stockholm has been defAlbuquerque Woman's Club has
initely abandoned.
itarted a campaign for 150 new mem-)erMore than 500 carloads of whisky,
champagne and other wines, valued
More than 1,000 people attended the
at $3,500,000, were dumped Into the
bay at Guaymas, Sonora, under orders feast ot the Immaculate Conception at
r
'uba.
ot the state authorities.
Crop experts of Curry county estl-nat- e
powers
to
reply
of
The
the central
next years wheat crop at over
the peace note of Pope Benedict, says
a Vienna dispatch begins by declaring 4,000,000.
El Paso residents have recently paid
that they regard the papal proposals
as a suitable basis for peace negotia- 600 for licenses to fish and hunt In
"Jew Mexico.
tions.
The $24,000 bond Issue to finish the
The military jebellion In Russia, led
by Gen. Kornlloff, has proved one of iddltion to the Santa Fe high school
the shortest In history. It lasted seven- iarrled by 205 majority.
ty-two
hours, according to dispatchMrs. Nora Bell is in the Bernalillo
es from Petrograd. It was a bloodless :ounty jail awaiting the action of the
bubble.
(rand Jury on a white slave charge.
German soldiers taken by the French State Bank Examiner George H. Van
in the recent fighting told their cap- Jtone addressed the state banks warn-n- g
tors that the kaiser has decreed a rethem against permitting over-Iraftward of 300 marks and three months'
leave for the first German capturing
Twenty-twthousand dollars in
the first American, soldier.
are being issued by the coun-- y
A curious feature of the Russian
commissioners for road improve-nen- t
situation is that, despite the disaffecin Colfax county.
tion In part of the army, loyal units
H. T. Herring, formerly adjutant
are attacking the Austro-Germafeneral of New Mexico, is now at
armies at many points on the front
111., arranging to establish a trao-o- r
and have gained important ground on
training camp there.
the Bukowlna frontier.
Indications from the first day of
SPORTING NEWS
at the Sliver City State Nor-nStanding of Writers League Club.
enroll-nen- t
point to a
CLUBS.
"Won. Lost. PcL
for the winter session.
.691
22
82
HutchitiHon
Joplin
23
.666
20
daughter of Mr. and
The
.621
25
28
Lincoln
Jlrs. R. Ragle of Lovlngton dropped
27
26
.601
St. Joseph
27
26
.60S ;wenty feet off Big Cap Rock, and
Omaha
27
.401
26
Wichita
many gashes, but will survive.
.491
27
26
Dea Moines
n
.321
17
36
Denver
All women's clubs of the State
are requested by the president
Little Frank D. won the Chamber ot
be represented at the convention at
Commerce $2,000 stake for 2:05 pacprop-aers, the feature event of the Grand 3allup, Oct. 25. An interesting
has been arranged.
Circuit program at Syracuse, N. Y., in m
A gasoline explosion on the Duke
straight heats and established a record for the new state fair track, nego- - arm, twenty miles northwest of Clods, fatally burned Mrs. Duke and
tlotlng the, mile In 2:04',.
injured her husband. Mrs. Duke
Two thoroughbred horse racing
meets are being planned by the Amer- lied at a hospital.
The Santa Fé railway has appealed
ican Red Star Animal Relief Society
at San Francisco, to secure funds for ;o the Supreme Court from the decl-lio- n
of the San Miguel County Court
the care and treatment of horses disabled on the fighting fronts. The first y which Thomas Transgard was glv-i- n
$5,000 damages.
meet will be held in San Francisco,
and the second in Del Monte, Cal.
District ? Judge Reed Holloman
Two new world and two American ilgned the mandamus on State Treas-lre- r
J. L. Hall, commanding him to
records were set in Honolulu's championship swimming events. Kahana-mok- lonor a warrant for $2,500 In favor of
and Harold Kruger, both of Hon- attorney Clancy.
olulu, established new world marks,
d
The Socorro Woman's Club has
while Miss Dorothy Burns, Los An$25 toward Christmas boxes for
geles, shattered two American records loldiers at the front; these boxes to
in capturing the women's fifty and 3e prepared under the supervision of
hundred-yartitles.
he local Red Cross chapter.
GENERAL
The Gallup Woman's Club Is plan-lin- g
an Historical Pageant of New
Six hundred Oregon cavalrymen arrived at Charlotte, N. C, and detrained Mexico which will be given under the
.eadershlp of Mrs. A. J. Keith, the
at Camp Greene.
to be used for civic improveAmerica's "average man" has $45.80
ment
In
the town.
jeans
He
today.
in the bank or his
is $6 richer than a year ago, accordThe government's September crop
ing to treasury department figures.
report for New Mexico forecasts the
Bar silver, which, due to war condi- :orn crop at 3,380,000 bushels; winter
tions, for several months has been wheat, 1,220,000; spring wheat, 1,050,-)00- ;
oats, 2,140,000; potatoes, 1,321,-)0rapidly advancing in price, Sept. 14
0
hay, 334,000 tons, and apples,
sold at over $1 an ounce.' It was quotbushels.
ed at $1.005.
The Y. M. C. A. is doing good work
Four thousand members of the Fifth
and Sixth regiments of the Nebraska at the Ueming camp.
A disease which has caused a loss
federalized National Guard left for the
training camp at Camp Cody, at Do- jf from 30 to 50 per cent of the spring
chicks among flocks which have baming, N. M.
"There is Just as much order in Rus- lóme infected with it, is now spreadsia today as there Is in the United ing from farm to farm around the DexStates, and maybe more." This state- ter and Greenfield districts.
Gov. Lindsey has Issued an order rement was made by Ellhu Root on his
arrival In Chicago to address a patri- storing to citizenship Julian Trujlllo
of Chimayo, who was one of the Rio
otic meeting.
county members of the First
Presence of mind of Lieut. Morrison Arriba
Shafroth of Colorado probably saved State Legislature, arrested in connecthe lives of several persons and pre- tion with the Room 44 bribery incident
fined $100.
vented fire among thousands of frame and who was
It was announced at the adjutant
buildings ot the cantonment at Camp
general's office that Capt. J. H. ToulFunston, Kan.
The Canadian board of grain super- ouse has- been appointed Inspector
visors has fixed the prices of the Can- general of the guard, with rank of
adian wheat crop of 1917 at Fort Wil- major, succeeding Maj. Bronson M.
liam and Port Arthur as follows: Man- Cutting, who resigned to take the poitoba Northern No. 1, $2.21: Northern sition of captain in the national army.
The State Tax Commission refused
No. 2, $2.18; Northern No. 3, $2.15.
pass on the constitutionality of the
to
"There are three times as many
by Atships in commission in the navy to- mine tax law on points raised
day as there were six months ago." torney General Harry L. Patton, deThis revelation was made at Annapo- claring that it is merely a ministerial
on private car
lis, Md., by Secretary of the Navy Dan- Dody. The assessment
iels, in addressing, the graduating companies was fixed at $1,439,760. The
comclass of 174 ensigns of the naval re- valuation on Pullman and express
panies is $497,905.
serve.
The gang of men who have been
The discovery of $400,000, cached In
an
spot in the hills ot putting in telegraph and telephone
Graham county, Ariz., is reported by poles and stringing wire for the MounH. R. Whitman of Solomonville, who tain States Telephone and Telegraph
,
Is now on a visit to relatives at Chan- Company in the vicinity of Alamogor-dohave finished their work in that
dler. The discovery was made by Joe
Walsey, a cowboy, who is sala to b Immediate section and are now workmaking efofrts to discover the former ing at Tularosa.
t
Not only is the mesquite bean, of
owners.
The United States government is In which millions ot bushels might be
urgent need of more than 250 mechan- gathered annually In southern New
Mexico, valuable for stock feed if propics for service in shipbuilding and
plants. Philadelphia and Spring- erly treated acording to State College
field, Mass., are the cities where experiments, but when ground into
meal is also exoellent for human food
skilled labor is most needed.

LEIB

STATE NEWS

RECORD Or THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

RULES COMMISSION
CAN
DECREE HIGHER RATE.

...iP6

Raises Made on Grazing Lands Total
$10,158,808,
With All Property In
State Valued at $341,552,902.

25-2- S

25-2-

FROM

AUSOURCES

26-2-

26-2-

2- -i

8, ACHIEVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES

SAYINGS,

D O I N O

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
titein Newspaper Union Newt Service.

ABOUT THE WAB
Kornlloff and his army have surrendered.
Sweden will not recall minister to
Argentina.
Two British ships ot more than
tons have been sunk by submarines.
British naval airmen have been unusually active, bringing down two Teuton flyers into the sea.
Casualties in the British ranks reported during the week ending Sept.
21 show a total ot 26,626 men.
Ma J. Qen. Bonch Bruyovlch has been
ot the
appointed commander-in-chie- f
Russian army In succession to Gen.
Kornlloff.
The British war office gives detailed
accounts of the sinking of eight and
probably nine
which attacked
British vessels.
The Russians are continuing their
fight on the Riga front, and it is announced that new ground has been
gained near the
road.
More than 500,000 Americans have
enlisted since the declaration of war
In the armed forces ot the United
States, which now number more than
1,000,000 volunteers.
raids
The British ship losses by
(or the week was the smallest since
the ruthless campaign was announced
by the kaiser. Only twelve ships of
1,600 tons were sunk.
Berlin claims to have penetrated to
the second French line. The announcement also comes from Berlin that the
British artillery fire in Flanders has
increased to drum fire.
"The Italian losses In the eleventh
Isonzo battle," says an official statement Issued at Vienna by the Austrian
war office, "have reached almost
Including 20,000 prisoners."
Paris reports the repulse of a violent German attack on the Casemates
plateau on the Aleñe' front. The announcement adds that heavy ' losses
were sustained by the Germans.
Italian forces have captured the
crest and slopes of Monte San
after twenty days of continuous
fighting. This is declared to be the
greatest victory yet won by the Italians, as it opens the way to Gorlzia.
The war commission of fifty prominent Chinese, beaded by Lu Cheng
Halang, has advised the government
to join the entente allies, to sign the
London agreement against a separate
peace and sign the Paris economic
Rlga-Wende- n

250,-00-

.

compact.

WESTERN
All Kansas City packing plants resumed operation following a settlement with striking employés.
Selling liquor to soldiers constitutes
treason, according to United States
Commissioner Krull of San Francisco.
Snow fell in Helena Sept. 14. Preceding it was a general rain throughout the state, breaking the drouth
prevailing since June 7.
Six thousand Seattle carpenters
walked out to enforce a boycott
against lumber cut in mills which
operate ten hours a day.
Charles Hunt, aged 14, son ot Jack
Hunt, Arizona cattleman, killed Chas.
Bartell of Rodeo, N. M., In a gun duel
on the New Mexico side of the line,
near Douglas, Ariz.
Thirty-thremen from the Columbus, N. M., camp of men deported from
Blsbee, Ariz., last July were arrested
at Douglas by a deputy sheriff when
they arrived on their way to Blsbee.
e

WASHINGTON
Instead of considering a deficiency
bill to provide for about $4,800,000,000,
the House took up a bill totaling nearly

$7,000,000,000.

exclusive of llnters, consumed during August amounted to
569,351
running bales in 1917, compared with 557,780 in 1916.
Cotton,

Mrs. Mildred McLean Dewey, widow
of Admiral Dewey, accepted an Invitation to serve as honorary chairman of
the comforts committee of the Navy

league.

Vice President Marshall and Speakbranch- es of Congress, received a cabled Invitation from the British parliament,
requesting "as many, delegates (from
Congress) as may be willing to come

er Clark, representing the two

on a visit to Britain and the British
fronts."
A typhoon at Amoy, China, severely
damaged the. American consulate and
killed many natives, the State Department was advised. No foreigners
were killed.
Proposals for limiting profits in the
meat packing industry were laid before Food Administrator Hoover by
representatives of the packing industry and were accepted in principle.
The finance committee began the
consideration ot the $11,000,000,000
bond bill. Secretary McAdoo appeared
before a subcommltte and explained in
detail the purposes of the measure.
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Weetern Newapaper Union New. Service.

Santa Fé. That the State Tax Commission has authority to decree raises
In an effort to equalize property valuations, is held by Judge Thomas D.
Lelb, of the Eighth judicial district, in
an opinion handed down in four Colfax
county tax appeals.
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Mothers Know That
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Bears the
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$341,652,902.
With the addition of the
$1,439,706 fixed as the valuation of pri-

For Infants and Children.
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The raises made by the State Tax
Commission in the values of grazing
land total $10,152,808, and make the
total property valuation now on the
tax rolls ot the twenty-eigh- t
counties
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ASctrae

vate car companies, the state total, exclusive of the net produce of mines, is
$342,992,668, an increase of $30,833,056
compared with the 1916 valuation.
The field agent of the commission
expects to be able to report more omitted property at the meeting of the
commission in October, and It is expected that this additional property
will have a value of at least $1,000,-00It is now believed that the final

In

'

1917

valuation, including the net

duct of mines, will total close to
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$365,-000,00-
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The livestock placed on the rolls
is omitted property has a value of

E

$1,419,419;
merchandise,
lands, $903,440, and other property

1!

Thirty Years

Jr

A

$146,835.

The total added to the Santa Fé
county valuation in omitted property

Exact Copy of Wrapper.
tte tmnni mbmnv, mwm
consisting ot $45,986 in
livestock; $100,562 in merchandise,
and $14,962 in other property. .
I
no mora necea aary
On Writing Letters.
The grazing land raises affect only
than Smallpox. Army
TYPHOID
Capt. Hurry Light the
wns
by
told
"I
experience baa demopitiated
twenty-eight
counties,
fourteen of the
the almoet mlraculoua effi
other day," writes a Canadian major,
and the largest increase Is $2,185,384,
cacy, and harraleeetieH, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
new
Is
trench
style
a
your pbyilclan, yon ana
"tliut
there
In
by
Be
NOW
racclnated
In Roosevelt county. The total raises
family. It la more rltal than bouae tnrurance.
letters. The censor's duties have your
or aend for "Hart
In grazing lands by counties follow:
dragglat,
pbyilclan,
your
Aik
been reduced by ninny per cent. The
you bad lypbold?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
Chaves, $483,382; Colfax, $1,500,317;
leaulta from nee, and danger from lypbold Cantera.
now has the sense of the situDeBaca, 235,747; Guadalupe, $546,469; soldier
THE CUTTU LABOIATOBY. BEtKELEY, CAL
He
thinking.
reoeuciae acciaaa a aiaana eaeea e. a. eov.uciaie
Lea, $759,888; Luna, $573,846; McKin-ley- , ation engrained In his
sees through the need of keeping quiet
$713,982; Mora, $129,177; Rio ArId. Oolemaa,
even on matters Hint cnfl for some PATENTS Watfon
Patent Lawyer, YVaahlDgion,
riba, $723,672; Roosevelt, $2,185,384;
D. 0. AdTloe and book. free.
criticism. There Is more humor and Balea reaeonable. HlgheaV
Sandoval, $219,363; Socorro, $869,435;
relorencee. Baataorrloea.
s
about his letters.
Taos, $263,800; Valencia, $948,346.
very
my
who
One
of
inen,
can't
write
tKtKkhk
The total property valuations now
well, was telling me the other day that
BALSAM,,
..HAIR
on the tax rolls, by counties, follow:
prtptumtton of merttT
A
toilet
one letter a week Is all thnt he can
Belpt to ntdta.vt dMadrulI.
Bernalillo, $19,223,434; Chaves,
For Rottorin Color and
Curry, summon up his courage to write, and
Colfax, $26,610,868;
BooutytoGrar or Faded Hair.
:
Dona he gave this as a reason 'The people
$10,013,970; DeBaca, $6,136,812;
1V2 600. and l.OQ at DrtifylaU.
at home don't, can't understand Ufe
Ana, $18,749,245; Eddy, $8,685,426;
Srant, $27,917,761; Guadalupe, $10,215,-(43- ; here. We have got to go through it.
W. N. U.f DENVER, NO.
Why tense them .with anxieties they
Lea, $6,491,017; Lincoln, $9,221,-B4paciup
put
enough
in
wlth
to
have
Luna, $13,182,901; McKinley,
And I PORPOISE
fists and political grumblers.'
FISHERY IS OLD
Mora, $9,698,065; Otero,
Quay, $12,295,368; Rio Arriba, think he is right. Don't you?"
$7,624,331; Rooseveltf $9,694,225;
San
One of Least Known Industries Haa
Juan, $4,403,456; San Miguel, $21,092,-678- ;
Been In Existence at Cape Hat- - '
Sandoval, $5,169,027; Santa Fé,
LIFT YOUR CORNS
teras for 200 Years.
$10,308,401;
Sierra, $6,065,131; SocorOFF WITH FINGERS
ro, $16,093,841; Taos, $4,907,100; TorOne of the oldest and
rance, $9,174,877; Union, $13,131,836;
industries In America is the porpoise
Total, $341,552,-10How to loosen a tender corn
Valencia, $15,662,541.
fishery which has been operated from
or callus so It lifts out
Cape Hatteras in North Carolina for
The average tax rate in New Mexwithout pain.
about 200 years. It should attain an
ico during the past five years has deunusual prosperity in the next few
creased from 16 mills on each dollar of
Let folks step on yonrfeet hereafter; years, for the bureau of fisheries is
valuation, to 13 mills, or about 20 per jrear shoes a size smaller if you like, urging more general use of porpoise
cent, according to a statement by for corns will never again send electric hides In place of cowhides. It is an
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund of the sparks of pain through you, according excellent leather, and could undoubtBtate Tax Commission.
edly be used more widely.
to this Cincinnati authority.
Heretofore the most valuable prodHe says that a few drops of a drug
Woman Would Be Ranger.
called freezone, applied directly upon uct of the fishery has been the oil
Albuquerque.
The district forest of- a tender, aching corn, Instantly re- which is extracted from the Jaws of
fice has received application for a lieves soreness, and soon the entire the porpoise, and Is worth about $20
tanger's commission from an Arizona corn, root and all, lifts right out.
a gallon. It Is universally used for
girl. She says in her letter that she
This drug dries at once and simply lubricating watches and other very delThe body blubber
wants to do her bit for the country in shrivels up the corn or callus without icate mechanisms.
wartime, and figures that if she goes even irritating the surrounding skin. is also valuable. Attempts to manuto work as a ranger it will release
A small bottle of freezone obtained facture fertilizer out of the carcass
lome man from his job and leave him at any drug store will cost very little have failed because of the distance
tree to Join the army.
but will positively remove every hard from a fuel supply.
The porpoise are taken at Hatteras
or soft corn or callus from one's feet
Gleske Accidentally Shot by Shaw.
If your druggist hasn't stocked this In seines, operated from the shore, and
Raton. Benjamin Gleske was acci- new drug yet, tell him to get a small it is probably the only place in Amerdentally shot in the neck and instantly bottle of freezone for you from his ica where this has ever been done
During the fall, winter
successfully.
killed by a man named Shaw, while wholesale drug house. adv.'
and spring many porpoises are seen
the two were camped on Ponil creek.
off the South Atlantic coast, and at
Women Drive War Automobiles.
Romero Murder Case Appealed.
Between 150 and 200 women soon Hatteras they come within a few hunLas Vegas. In the case of the state will be driving military motor cars be- dred yards of the surf. They are
taken by spreading seines about 200
of New Mexico vs. Julien Romero, hind the French front.
Women have tried since the begin- yards outside the surf Unes. As soon
tried at the June term of the District
Court for San Miguel county, where ning of the war to enlist In the auto- as the porpoises have come inside the
the Jury found the defendant guilty of mobile service. The Club Femlnln seines, they are dragged ashore. Often
murder in the first degree for the kill- Automobile was the center of this a whole school of these sea creatures
ing of Mrs. Maria Várela de Jaure on group, and it had secured the signa- is taken in a single haul.
May 26 at a dance in Upper Las Ve- tures of several hundred of the thouSoldiers and Officers.
gas, the transcript for the appeal to sand women in Paris who hold licenses
The lieutenant was testing the squad
the Supreme Court has been prepared to drive motor cars. The passive reand filed in the office of the clerk of sistance of the different war bureaus in visional power.
"Tell me, No. 1," he said, "how many
the District Court.
held them Dack until now.
The women are obliged to enlist for men are in the trench digging party
Harvest Good, But Help Short.
three months and to agree to submit over there?"
"Thirty men and one officer," wa
Raman. Harvest is in full swing scrupulously to military rules and dishere and help Is so short that some of cipline. They will in the beginning the reply.
"Quite right But how do you know
the ranchmen are employing Navajo replace motor ambulance drivers in the
and Zuni Indians in their fields. The foreign sanitary sections who are one was an officer at this distance 7"
"Cos he's the only one not working 1"
Wheat and oats crops will be as heavy transferred to other services.
Lnter
Scottish American.
as last year but the straw is light. on they may replace men In other auSome have cut their last cutting of al- tomobile sections.
A woman would rather people'
falfa and It is very heavy. Corn is
thought she was tailor made than self
maturing nicely and the pinto bean
"Wife Good Sport"
W. S. -- Desmond, a carpenter of made.
crop will be good in some parts.
Huntington Lake, Cal., Is above the seTimekeeper Instantly Killed.
lective draft age limit, but he wanted
A woman who loves money doesn't
Las Cruces. Timekeeper Fitch, an to join the army.
necessarily love a man because he has
Comemploye of the Phelps-DodgHe told his wife. She objected. He it
pany, fell to his death in the Copper offered to match pennies with her.
Bar mine at Organ.
She agreed. He suggested heads, stay
Who . w a nt
home, tails got to the front.
i
at
Loan Commission to Meet.
foljei- and talis won. DesThey
matched
Santa Fé. A meeting of the Stats mond enlisted in the field artillery.
Loan Commission has been called foi "My wife's a good sport," he told the
Sept. 28 to adjust the indebtedness ol recruiting officer.
the various counties affected by the
creation of de Baca and Lea counties,
Nitrogen From Air.
the first named having taken portions
The production of nitrogen from the
of Chavez, Guadalupe and Roosevelt air in Germany, which was only 80,000
counties, and the latter of Chaves and tons In 1013, has been so successful
Eddy counties.
that 300,000 tons were so produced in
1910, and It is expected that 320,000
Large School Enrollment-Eas- t
Las Vegas. The enrollment al will be produced this year. According
MADE OV1mL
Zeltung,
CORN
the Normal University feached 315 in to the Frankfurterkilogram. the cost is
only six cents a
the first two days of the fall term.
Is $161,510,
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separately fot
each of the four sets of conditions

ilDLLIMI

TRIP ARCTIC

mentioned above.
sand-cla- y
Case 1, To construct
surface by admixing clay with sand
from the roadbed, first grade the roadbed in the manner already described
for earth-beconstruction, but keep merican Explorer in Frozen
the crown flat on the portion to ba
North Makes Important
surfaced. Then spread clay over that
part of the roadway which the surDiscoveries.
face Is to cover, to such depth that,
when It Is mixed with the sand of the
roadbed, a surface about eight Inches
WAR
thick, after compacting, will be ob- DIDN'T KNOW ABOUTTHE
necestained. The loose depth of clay
sary to secure a finished surface eight
Inches thick usually will vary from Party Was Cut Off From Clvlllied
four Inches to six Inches, according to
World for Four Years Rescue
the amount of sand the clay contains.
Ship Appeared When Food
After the clay has been spread, plow
Ran Very Low.
up sand from beneath In sufficient
quantity to make the net proportion
New York. The return to civiliza
of sand to clay about 2 to 1. OrdinariMacMlllan, American
ly the plow furrows should extend tion of Daniel B.
a successful close
brings
to
explorer,
down Into the sand from four to six
one of the most remarkable stays In
Inches, depending on the compactness
globe recordof the roadbed and the amount of sand the Ice of the roof of the exploration.
Arctic
of
In
ed
annals
the
originally present In the clay. But
Unusual good and unusual bad luck
It Is better to have too little than too
marked
the expedition's history. No
much sand, because It la easier to add
five ships were used to get
less
than
sand from the roadbed than to haul
Greenland, and
additional clay. Next harrow the sur- the party into northern
and one suc
unsuccessful
two
on
the
Repeat
the
face with a disk harrow.
bring MacMlllan
attempts
to
cessful
operations of plowing and harrowing
not a single
until the sand and clay are mixed thor- buck home again, but
Ufe, and
oughly and uniformly. Then shape up person Involved lost his
casualty
serious
more
was
no
there
the surface with a grading machine or
than the loss of frozen toes. This Is
road drag and permit traffic upon
expedi
After the first soaking rain, plow and a unique record for an Arctic
years.
tion
lasting
four
harrow the surface again until the
Although the enterprise cost about
surfacing material practically becomes
most, If
mud, after which shape up the surface $250,000 and was one of the
set
known,
ever
costly
most,
not
the
dragand keep it in shape by repeated
ging until It has dried out and is entists of the American Museum of

t

Methods to Be Employed In Construction Depends on Conditions to Be Met.

d

FOUR SETS ARE SUMMARIZED

Location, Design, Drainage, Griding,
Etc., Aro Important Each Feature Described Separately

Full.

In

ill

can best be described

SURFACE OF ROADS

and

8PANI8H-AMERICA-

(Prepared by the United States Depart-moot Agriculture.)
The proper method to employ in
nt

constructing a sand-claroad surface
depends on the conditions to be met.
In general, there are four distinct sets
of conditions, all of which may occur
In the same locality, or even on different sections of the same road.
These are:
Case 1, where the original roadbed
Is sandy and it Is desired to construct
the surface by admixing clay;
Case 2, ,where the original roadbed
Is composed of clay and It Is desired
to construct the surface by admixing
sand;
Case 3, where It Is desired to construct the surface of topsoll or other
it
natural sand-cla- y
mixture without admixing any of the roadbed material ;
Case 4, where It Is desired to supply
the clay and sand separately and mix
the two materials together In place to
form the surface.
Before discussing the different cases thoroughly compacted. Watch the road Natural History here are frankly de?eparately, the general ends which nil carefully for several months after it lighted today with the wealth of new
Information and the specimens of minerals and the fauna and flora of the
frozen North which MacMlllan brings
f let er elijlrfly erewnerf-- )
back.
I
Worked All the Time.
twv''';-gection ready to receive the sorfjclnj
Most untnltlnted persons think an
'iiií-i''thArctic expedition consists of periods
of Intense labor Interspersed with long,
aggravating waits In absolute Idleness,
while the weather prevents traveling
far.
But this Is a mistake. MacMlllan
was Working all the time. Even when
section showing material spread on the
' re) for mixing
forced to stay near his main base at
Etah, he kept busy, very busy. That Is
Ii
y
,1
,1
!
i
f
why, says MacMlllan, he found the last
. ,01elOineh
1
-- tte8lfKhi
four years the shortest of his life.
Many times he went 30 to 40 hours
'
pursuing his scientific
'
without
iWT&ffi1
Cross section of completed road
''i':'?B$!$0 studies. sleep,
And he had considerable time
TYPICAL CROSS SECTIONS SHOWING METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING
to devote to these studies, for actual
ROAD BY MIXING SAND OR CLAY WITH THE ROAD BED MATERIAL.
exploring can only be done id three
Wshould but least I? feet for single track road, and "S'generally not less than'
months out of the twelve.
Sfeet, for double track YT should be not leu than 14 feet and 'S' not less than J feet.
MacMlllan Is eager to return to this
to
foot
to
level
for
rade,
the
to
a
the
foot
for
I'
from
(rede
varies
TCeroiw.
i
bleak but Interesting region of the
1
north pole and will undoubtedly do so
as soon as he can find sufficient finanif the construction methods should Is first constructed, to correct deficial backing.
ilni to attain will be summarized ciencies of sand or clay and to keep
Will Fly Over Ice.
x
jriefly.
the surface In shape.
next trip will be something en
His
CaRe 2. To construct a sandy-cla- y
(1) The questions of location,
tirely novel In Arctic exploration, for
drainage, grading, etc., are, if road surface by admixing sand with he proposes to use an airplane to widen
inythlng, more Important in the case clay from the roadbed, the process is his radius of action. "I expect to ao
roads than In the case of exactly similar to that described for as much In a day with an airplane as
f sand-cla- y
Case 1, except that sand Is spread over I can do In 20 days with the dogs," he
;arth roads.
(2) The amount of clay contained in the graded roadbed and clay Is plowed explained.
road surface up from beneath to mix with it The
i finished sand-da- y
MacMlllan was greatly pleased to
mould be only slightly more than suf- depth to which the sand should be learn of the progress In aviation
finished sur
ficient to fill the voids In the sand. spread for an eight-Incwhich has taken place on account of
Ordinarily about one part of clay to face usually varies from four to eight the great war during his stay away
two parts of sand gives satisfactory inches according to the amount of from the World. He thinks airplane
results, though the proper proportion sand contained originally in the clay construction has now been carried to
tor any particular case can be deter- of the roadbed. The depth to which a point of perfection where he can
the plow furrows should extend down rely on certain types of flyers as fully
mined best by experiment.
traffic Into the clay usually varies from about as he does on his "huskies" and his
(3) For average country-roa- d
ind a stable roadbed, the depth of a three Inches to about five Inches, and snowshoes.
sand-clasurface should be about depends on the sand content of the
MacMlllan left Sydney, N. S., aboard
If clay and the compactness of the roadeight Inches after It is compacted.
the Diana In July, 913. The ship was
clean sand and pure clay were used to bed. It should be borne In mind that, wrecked off Barge Point, Labrador, but
the respective In this case, It Is better to have a sur was finally pulled off and taken to St.
make the mixture,
depths of the sand layer and the clay plus of sand than a surplus of clay John's, where the supplies were translayer required would be approximate- in the surface, because the former is ferred to the Erik.
ly eight Inches and four inches, meas- more easily corrected.
Three Rescue Attempts.
Case 3. Figure 2 Illustrates the two
ured loose. It is customary to decrease
second ship the party reached
In
the
the surface thickness froai center to principal steps Involved in construct
on
the west Greenland coast,
Etah,
surface with topsoll
sides, with a feather edge extending ing a sand-cla20.
August
y
sand-clamixture
natural
out over the shoulders, but this prac- or other
It was more than two years ago that
tice makes it necessary for most of The roadbed should be graded in the the first relief expedition was sent out.
'he traffic to use the center of the usual way, except that the portion to Doctor Grenfell's Labrador missionary
schooner, the George B. Cluett, started
In July, 1915, for Etah, but was unable
S
to go through the heavy floes of ice encountered.
KünnJ
av
tse'
Dr. Edmund O. Hovey of the AmeriCross section ready to receive the surfacing material
can museum then fitted out the Denmark, but this ship failed also, and is
believed to be still frozen in the ice
off the Greenland coast. It was Capt.
Robert Bartlett, companion of Peary
'S-- "!
w
'
i1
'I"
r-5
on the trip when he reached the north
pole, who finally succeeded where the
others had failed. He used the staunch
sealing steamer Neptune, and by his
feat he adds considerably to the7 repuCross section of completed road
tation he made on his several voyages
TYPICAL CROSS SECTIONS SHOWING METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING
with Peary. Burtlett says the ice on
ROAD, USIN6 TOPSOIL OR OTHER NATURAL MIXTURE.
A
this trip was the heaviest he had ever
not
less
VshouM be at least 10 feet for single track road and'S'generally
MacMlllan was also one of
met.
14
and
than
not
not
less
be
should
feet
5
then fee for double rrack.'W"
Peary's lieutenants on the polar trip.
h: crown, varies from V to the foot for level Érade. to t'to the foot faP'
Many of the things MacMlllan has
accomplished In the far North will be
appreciated only by the scientific
world. But even the layman can unout
road, and heavy vehicles using the be surfaced should be trenched
his work In mapping a great
receive derstand
edge of the surface are liable to break with the grading machine to
of the coast ot Ellesmere
stretch
the surfacing material. The surfacing Land, across Smith's sound to the
through the surfacing material.
material should be spread to such a west of Greenland; discovering the
(4) In constructing a sand-cla- y
depth that it will be at least eight second biggest glacier In the northern
materials
constituent
the two
com
should be thoroughly and Intimately Inches thick at the center when
hemisphere; locating two new Islands
mixed together in all cases. In mak- nnoted.
and disproving the existence of two
Case 4. Where It is necessary to more, showing that Crocker Land, seen
ing artificial mixtures, therefore, much
clay on the road
plowing and harrowing are required. hrln the sand and
from the summit of an Implace, the by Peary
(5) No matter what method is fol- separately and mix them In
Is only a mirage, and penecliff,
mense
sur- method employed should be a coram
lowed In constructing a sand-clamany miles over the frozen
trating
already de
face, traffic usually must be depended nation of the metHods
ocean beyond the point where Crocker
upon to puddle and compact the sur- scribed. That Is, a trench should be Land was supposed to begin.
facing material, and the road never formed with the grading machine to
Reached Just in Time.
layer of material,
should be considered complete until receive the bottom
When rescued by Bartlett at Etah,
or
the
may
sand
be
either the
after It hns been subjected to traffic which
MacMlllan and the members of his
be
for a considerable period.' During this clay, and the top layer nhould then de party were living on dog biscuit and
period the surface should be kept in spread arid the mixing done as
ducks' eggs, but were In good health.
shape by repeated dragging, and If scribed in Case 1 or Case 2. The They would probably have endured
necessary additional sand or clay depths of the respective layers should severe hardships next winter, however,
surshould be supplied at points which be such as to secure a completed
If they had not been reached in time.
thick, and
show weakness- - owing to these ma- face at least eleht Inches
MacMlllan crossed .Smith's sound
terials not having been mixed in proper the proportions should be fixed In the once every year he spent In the North,
manner already described In discussing ind every time dime through without
proportions.
Other features of the construction the otner cases.
inlsbm c rx.rkable feat In Itself.
y

,

students from several European countries have been sent to the station for
Instruction.
"Doctor Porslld Is doing work In botTISIDIST
any, geology, astronomy and zoology
and in the study of Eskimo culture
which will gain recognition from the
whole scientific world," said Ekblaw.
n
"He and his wife have been at
since 1905; their daughter was
born there and has never been out of
Greenland. He Initiated his work and
the Danish government was so Impressed by Its value that they allow
htm 10,000 crowns (about $2,880) a
year to carry it on. It extends
throughout the Baffin Bny region aud
along the east coast of Greenland.
m two mwmtlTot for f r itnplM of mj work
years RfflO
"Doctor Porslld is forty-fiv7
muoef
and Hit of reduced prlcea. I'll
Qaktk aenrloe.
old, but looks older. He has a beauti- and five roa Bailor platan.
SAUNDERS, Bos 43S. BOULDER, COLORADO
ful home, an extensive library and a
laboratory. The numerous hot springs at Godhaven render
the climate and vegetation similar to
those some 600 miles to the south."

r'fi3l
SMtAROIlI

rocks
He found rich mineral-bearinand extensive coal fields. The exact
nature of these discoveries Is not yet
entirely disclosed. A complete report
will be given out by the American
museum.
The expenses of the trip
were borne by the museum, the American Geographical society, the University of Illinois and various persons Interested in Arctic exploration.
With his thousands of specimens so
valuable to the scientific world, MacMlllan brings back an insignificant tin
box, which to one person In the world
means more than a hundred
skeletons. MacMlllan told the story
of this little box as follows:
"I gave this box to a little Eskimo
girl, who will cry her eyes out over the
loss of It. She Insisted upon coming
with us up from Etah. Forty miles
from there we had to chase her off the
boat, and In her hurry she left this
,tln box. She can comfort herself with
the other treasures priceless to her. I
gave her a little silver watch, a toothbrush, bits of gaudy cloth, a rattrap,
some parafln which she used as
chewing gum and a piece of soap. I
first saw the child when I came north
with Peary on the trip when he found
the pole."
W. Elmer Ekblaw nnd all the members of the party gave high praise to
Dr. Morton P. Porslld, a noted Danish
scientist, head of the Danish government scientific station at Godhaven,
g
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Denver Directory

Denver Sendi Pershing Smokes.
Denver, Colo. Gen. John J. Tersh-Ing- ,
commander of the American forces
In France, will soon be puffing "Denver made" cigars. The biggest and
best box of "smokes" secured In the
recent "Sacrifice Day" offerings will be
sent to the general.
The "Sacrifice Day" was conducted
untjor the auspices of the local chapter of the Navy league, and nearly
cigars and
$000 worth of tobacco,
cigarettes was obtained for the Sammies. Girls were stationed at every
cigar stand in the city and boxes, barrels and other receptacles were
Disco island, Greenland.
filled by the patriotic smokers.
Ekblaw was
the first American scientist to spend The assortment Is being prepared for
any time with Doctor Porslld, although shipment to France.

SAND-CU-
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Intimate Sketches of Sibert and
Pershing by One Who
Knows Them.
THEIR RECORDS AS FIGHTERS

Both Generals Careful Planners and
Each Has an Enviable Record for
Getting Big Results by
Hard Fighting.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
In a recent news artiWashington.
cle cabled from the field headquarters
of tne American expeditionary force
In France, there was given a study of
characteristics,
temperament,
the
methods and personal attributes of
Maj. Gens. John J. Pershing and
L. Sibert.
Here Is one thing that was said of
the senior major general :
"Pershing is of the
style. He Is of the dashing type,
nervous, always on the go, like a surcharged battery, stirring up everybody
he comes In contact with, forcing them
along at top speed."
Here Is what Is said of the Junior
major general, who commands the division in the field:
"Sibert Is a deliberate, methodical,
tireless' worker, watching every detail,
Insistent that reports of his young officers be Hccurate, comprehensive, covering every angle of the type that is
He Is an
nerslstent and sure
engineer with a training for accuracy
that figures down to thousandths of
an Inch."
Wll-lm-
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DENVER

TANKS
FOR SALE
eltrs, eteel and wooden tanks. GOOD
All

FOR SILOS or otber purpwrii. (Capitol Urrw
try belu wreckrd). JOSEPH CRIMES, 24
Ceatvre Birldiat, Demer, Colorado. Maia 4017.

COSTLY CHIMES FOR CADETS
Big Set of Belle Is Being Made

for

Chapel at United States Military
Academy at West Point

WITH FRENCH

il

1

Tit-Bit- s.

rapid-printin-

!5

u. WILSON
co.
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AN ORDERLY JOB

-

i

I saddlery

What Is said to be the most costly
chime of bells In America nnd one of
the most musical sets In existence Is
now being made nt the foundry of the
Meneely Bell company of Troy, N. Y.,
for the massive tower of Cadet chapel,
Uev. H. P. Silver, chaplain, at the
United States military academy, West
Point, as the gift of Mrs. James M.
Lawton, In memory of her father, the
late Maj. Gen. Robert Anderson, who
was grnduated from the academy In
is
In
to
show that there
Now,
order
1825, and whose brilliant command of
no thought on the part of the writer
nt the outbreak of the
that he has appraised these men too Fort Sumner
Civil war has thrilled millions of readlightly, he says this: .
ers of American history, says the
"There are two big Jobs with two Watchmnn-Examlnebig men to fill them. The dashing PerThere will be l!i bells in the chime,
shing and the methodical Sibert make the largest weighing nearly two tons
a team that will be hard to beat when and measuring 00 Inches at Its mouth.
their machine once starts."
The cadet rhapel is of stone, quarried
military officers from from rock found on the military
American
Pershing down to the last second lieu grounds aud cost to build ubout half
tenant realize that this Is a war of
million dollars. Its commanding po- method, a methodical war In other sltlon on the hill back from the Hudwords, and that It Is also largely an son river makes an Ideal place for
engineering war. The picture that one bells, and the putrlotlc airs from the
gets of Pershing from the cabled ar chime will sound throughout the beau
tide Is Just such as one carries In his tiful highlands. In the midst of which
mind of Custer on the plains, his yet the military academy Is situated, and
low hair streaming In the wind, a Colt prove a source of Inspiration to the furevolver In his left hand, a dazzling ture generals of the United States
saber In his right hand, charging head' army that will always linger with them
long, regardless of bullets, Into the pleasantly.
heart of a Sioux horde.
i
An Illuminating Poitcard.
In a methodical war army men say
ancestry
plebeian
young
girl
of
A
dare-devnot
gallantry does
that this
win, and nobody knows It better than achieved fame as an actress In Lon
Pershing. If the war department had don. Feeling the necessity, however,
believed that Pershing was "quick on of a rest fom her labors, she wrote to
the trigger" In the sense In which that her uncle, a police sergeant or a counexpression usually Is employed, he try village, asking him If she might
would not have been sent to France, come and stay with him to recuperate.
:
send a F
The campaign which John J. Per She ended her note "Please
may
come."
say
C.
if
to
I
enemy
In
the
shing led against the
A few days later her landlady rushed
Lake Lanac district In the Philippines
counwas a methodical campaign.
It was upstairs with an awestrlcken
wanted
The
policeman
her
a
tenance
nnd
conducted on strict military lines,
ominous feelthere was no "forcing them along at girl descended with an
top speed."
It was this campaign ing nt her heart, suys London
"If you please, miss," said the stolid
Pershing from a cappromoted
which
eyeing her
taincy to a brigadier generalship. He being who confronted her,
P. C.
will not sacrifice American lives. In with stern disapproval, "I'm the
your uncle to send,
you
asked
what
which
by
Is
a
for
recklessness
France
eign to his nature, and absolutely for but I may as well tell you straight
away as I'm a respectable married
pign to modern methods of fighting.
man. Your uncle's prepared to take
Now as for William L. Sibert, I have
you In If you're willing to make yoursaid what I have about Pershing from
self useful feed the pig, clean his
a study of his career and from a hun
nnd the two cells."
dred or more expressions of opinion
which, concerning him, have come to
Left Them Outside.
me from army men who know hlra well
are your manners, sir?"
"Where
personally.
asked the crusty business man of a
In the recently printed, and I think stranger who unceremoniously rushed
misleading, although unintentionally Into his private office.
so, description of Slbert's characteris"I left them out In the main office,"
tics as a man and a soldier, he Is de- answered the Irate caller, "where I
scribed as deliberate and methodical,
was Insulted by two or three of your
giving close attention to the tiny Impudent clerks."
things and In fact having a purely
and mathematically methodical mind.
machine for
A new
Bluntly speaking, it makes Sibert a photographers will make 10,000 prints
student rather than a soldier.
In a day from negatives.
Now for the truth of this thing,
When William L. Sibert was a Junior
officer of engineers serving in the Phil
Ipplnes he did both engineering and
fighting work so well that it called
forth the praise of the general com
mandlng, Theodore Schwan. The rec
ord of It is in the war department
today. General Schwan said that this
engineer Insisted on having a place
on the firing line nt all times.
It was William L. Sibert who stood
alongside of Rellly's battery, the Bell
ly who afterwards was killed at Peking, at the front of a battlefield In
the Philippines, and there stood like
a rock against the furious close-rang-e
fire of the enemy. If was Sibert who
under fire on this same battlefield,
knelt beside the gallant Maj. Wood
bridge Geary, who fell at the first fire
and died within a few moments.
The methodical Sibert is as quick on
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Miss Hannah Patterson of Pittsn
suffragist, ie the
burgh,
efficiency expert of the woman's section of the council of national defense.
When she came to Washington her coworkers were laboring under misfit
conditions in an unsuitable building.
Miss Patterson in two days had laid
out a plan covering the entire work of
the committee and quarters were
found which exactly fitted the committee's needs. She Is executive secretary pro tern for the organization
now. She is a civic worker and a sufwell-know-

frage campaigner.

the trigger as any man ought to be,
He is a fighter of the first rank. I do
not think that contradiction will come
from the war department if I should
put Into words something which I long
have suspected. It Is my belief that
a certain military report, a fighting
program report which in effect declared that there was no such thing as
the impossible where a real military
end Is to be gained, a report which
It Is said was. made by Sibert
caused this fine Junior brigadier general to be Jumped over the heads of
eleven men to a major generalship
and then sent to France In command of
the first division., .'

Used every- r

where by folks
who find that

coffee

dis-

agrees.

'There's a Reason"
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Mountain View

STATE BANK REPORT

gciot51

Report of the condition of the Roy Trust
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
the close of business Sept. 11th, 1917.

W. F. Burns, came down from
Dawson Saturday returning Mon
day. He is very busy helping
seventy new houses ready
omnlnvpps
fr,r
of the mine. His
final nroof went through O. K.
and he brought a friend down to
file on an adjoining relinquish
ment and be his neighbor.

Miss Adeline

Provide yourself with the
before attempting to Fish
Hunt
in the state of New
or
Kenoyer is to leave

Resources
(a) Sec'd by R'l Estate
mortgages, owned
(b) Sec'd by Colateral,
other than Real Estate
(c) All Other Loans

0. 0. F.

Big Dance at
Hall, Roy Saturday Night Sept.
22nd. 1917.
Good Music
Good Time
All Invited

the I.

6

Other Real Estate Owned

Actual Cash on Hand

9

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

$814.75
$322,00

yt-a- r.

$164,783.25

Total Resources

Liabilities
Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Due to Banks
Individual Deposits, subject to check
without notice

11

$15,000.00
$5000.00
$886,95

$110,284.05

Savings Dept.
$33,597.25

Certificates of Deposit
Cashier s Checks outstanding,

$15.00

Total Liabilities

Interest paid on Deposits
On Savings Deposits

Justice, .Cashier,
Jones, President
S. Floersheim, Director,
H B. Jones, Director,
C. L. Justice, Director,
C. L.
H. B.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
Sept. A. D. 1917.
(SEAL)

An expert In statistics has calculated
a woman marrying at twenty, and
raring for a family of four children
will peel no
mtll she Is forty-five- ,
lewer than 83,000 potatoes for homo
ise.

'

My commission expires

Janitor Juan Jose Rodriguez
yard of the
rank growth of russian thistles
which grew up during the summer and made it a fit playground
for the children.
The building has had thé most
thoro cleaning it ever had and
the floors have all been oiled
making most sanitary conditians
all around.
cleared the School

Farm for Sale

acres, well improved Farm
one mile east of Roy, all fenced
and cross fenced, 130 acres culti320

vated, good House, Barn, Granary, Good well, Wind mill, 2
large Stock tanks, good Cistern
I also
good Crops. of all kinds.
wish to sell the Variety Macnine
Works and Garage, also my Big
threshing Rig and Engine Gang
Disc Plows (12 plows) I wish
to close out my Property interest
here. $1600. will buy this complete Rig and Plow, this Rig
would cost new today, $4640.
Call on me at the. farm or shop
,

j

f

of

REMIGIO LOPEZ,
Notary Public

Jan.

13 1920.

TO RENT:-32- 0
acre farm, all
home has been engood fence with good house
under
week
joying green beans this
cave, chicken-hous- e
and stable
the gift of master Johnny Nut8 horses.
for
Best
on the
well
too,
that
ter. He makes it plain
100
mesa,
acres
under
cultivation
it is not on account of the editor
more can be broken, 10 miles
either but a mark of esteem for
from town oh R, F. D. and Tele
his former teacher who evidentphone line. Want man to live
ly didn't mistreat him as some
on and care for it. Seed wheat hereby repealed.
of our recollections remind us
some schoolmaams used to do us. furnished. Inquire at the
Section 5. That this
Office.
shall take effect and be in
full force from and after its pass
age.
Passed and approved this 6th
day of September, 1917. -

The

Roy.' N.M.

19th day

ent

-

Signed:
v

iat

' Branded, VD con
OV right
shoulder,
left
9001bs.
Reward
shoulder, weight

per cent

H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
S. Floersheim, Director, H. B. Jones, Director, C.
L. Justice, Director, of the Roy Trust and Savings
Bank, of Roy New Mexico,
a Bank organized under the laws
New Mexico, upon
State-- of
of the Territory-no- w
oath duly sworn, each for himself deposeth and says
that the above and foregoing statements of the Resources and Liabilities, Depositors, Interest paid on
deposits and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
above named bank at the close of business Sept, 1 1th,
1917 are correct and true.

How Many Do You Eat?

Bay Mare,

Non-Resid-

COUNTY OF MORA,

Linseed Oil Kills Germs.
Lmsced oil. used In linoleum and
wall paints, possesses a great sanitary
value, according to a Trench scientist,
who says that this material kills many
noxious germs.

nected- -

46
727

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,

o

HORSE

4 and 5

be puinshed by a fine of notless
than one hundred dollars nor
more than five hundred dollars
or by imprisonment for not less
than thirty days nor more than,,
ninety days or by both such fine
and imprisonment, in the discre
tion of the court!
Sec. 12. No person shall at any
time shoot hunt or take in any
manner any wild animals or birbs
or game fish as herein defined in
this state without first having in
bis or her possession a hunting
license as herein after proivded
for the year in which such shoot
ing, fishing or hunting is done.
The presence of any person in
any open field, prairie or forest
whether enclosed or not, with
traps, gun or other weapon for
hunting, without haviug in possession a proper hunting license
as herein provided shall be prima
facie evidence of the violation of
this section. Hunting licenees
shall be issued by the county
clerks when duly authorized by
the State Game aud Fish Warden
and such deputies as may be designated for that purpose by the
State Game and Fish Warden.
None of tho provisions of this
act shall require any resideut of
this state to obtain or have
license to fish for trout.
Sec. 7. The provisions of this
Act shall apply to all Indians off
the reservation within this State
or coming into this state from
adjoining states.
Resident Licence, Fish Bird or

sion in any one calendar day!
QUAIL;
Native or Crested
Messina, California or Helmet Big game each $1.00 all $2.00
An ordinance imposing a
Quail, from October 25th to DecFish
$5.00
license on shows, circuses, carniember 31st of each year. Limit,
Bird
$10.00
vals and menageries.
20 in possession in one calendar
Big game & Bird $25.00
Be it Ordained by the Board dy.
Big Game, Bird & Fish $30.00
of Trustees of the Village of
Licenses may bo obtained trem
DOVE; Doves, from August 16
Roy.
any
County Clerk or any Deputy
of
each
year
to September 30th,
Section 1. That any person Limit, 20 in possession in one License Collector in the State.
firm or cornoration conducting or calendar day.
All game or fish offered for
operating any show, circus, men
FISH: Trout, Large and Small shibment within the State of
agerie or carnival under canvas mouth Bass, Crappie and Ring New Mexico must have attached
tents or otherwise, not in an Perch, from June 1st to Novem- thereto a Transportation Permit
opera house or theatre, within ber 25th of each year. Limit: to combly with the law. These
the corporate limits of the Vill- Trout 10 pounds in possession in may be obtained from Game
age of Roy shall for each day ob- one calendar day: size limit, 6 Wardens, or from tins Depart
tain from the village clerk a inches. Bass, 15 pounds in one ment, at Santa Fe.
license therefor.
Theodore Rouault, Jr.
calendar day; size limit 7 inbhes
State Game and Fish Warden
Section 2. The amount of Crappie, 10 pounds in possession
the license shall be not less than in one calendar day.
Killing AnteREMEMBER
five dollars per day' nor more "NOTE: Sec. 6
the Ac- t- lope, Elk and Mountain Sheep is
of
dollars per day Game fish as defined by this act
than twenty-fiv- e
Prohibited See Sec. 8 above.
the amount to be determined Hre, small and large mouthed
and fixed by the village clerk, or Bass and Special Trout of whatWork Once Deemed Curte.
acting village clerk in .case of his ever species or variety also A few hundred years ago men
deemed Inbor to be a curse laid upon
absence.
Crappie and Ring Perch.
thera for "disobedience" in old AdSection 3, That any person
time. Now we know that labor
am's
Sec. 8. After the passage of
firm or corporation violating any this Act it shall BE UNLAW. is our greatest blessing.
of the provisions of this ordin- FUL TO KILL, trap, ensnare, or
Experience is the Best Teacher
ance shall be punished by a fine IN ANY MANNER destroy or
of not less than ten dollars or injure, AT ANY TIME ANY
It is generally admitted that expermore than fifty dollars, or by im ELK,
MOUNTAIN
SHEEP, ience is the best teacher, but should
Drisonment not less than ten ANTLOPE, Beaver, mountain we not make use of the experience of
days or more than twenty days, goat, ptarmigan, buffalo, Sonoran others as well as our own? The exper
ience of a thousand persons is more to
or by both said fine and imprison deer, pheasant, bobwhite quail,
depended upon than that of one Inbe
ment, and each day that they wild pigeon or swan within the dividual. Many thousands
of persons
operate without the payment of State of New Mexico, and any have used Chamberlain's Cough Rem.
a license shall constitute a sep- person violating any of the pro- edy for coughs and colds with the best
results, which shows it to be a thorarate offense.
visions of this section shall be oughly
reliable preparation for those
Section 4. That all ordin deemed guilty of a misdemeanor diseases. Try it. It is prompt and
ances and parts of ordinances in and upon conviction thereof shall effectual and pleasant to take,
conflict with this ordinance are

VillageOrdinance

$104,783.25

' No. Savings Depositors
No. All Other Depositors ex, Banks

t

All Deputy Game War-

Miss Carrie
Robertson, L.

$5,965.69

Certificates of Deposit

Mexico.

Pickett, Miss Ruth
SQUIRREL;- - Tassel Eared
II. Brock, Henry Gray Squirrels, from June 1st to
Newton and Glenn Pickett at November 30th of each year.
tended the Recital given at Roy
GROUSE: Grouse from Sept.
Saturday night,
16th to November 25th of each
Miss Ruth Robertson spent year. Limit, 5 grouse in one
calendar day,
Sunday with Mrs. Ida Brock.
TURKEY; Wild Turkey, (class
Mrs. Susan Barlow is reported ed as big game) North of the
thirty-fift- h
on the sick list.
parallel of north latitude, from November 1st to DecMr. Jones of Texas has moved
ember 31st of each year and
into the Calliham house and ex- south
parrollel
of said thirty-fift- h
pects to make it his home for
from Oct. 25th to Nov. 25th of
awhile, we learned.
each year, Limit, 3 in posses-

$3,413.94

(0

Office.

C. E. Anderson,

$915.00

Gold Coin
Silver Coin

Currency
Cash Not Classified
'(e) Clearing House,

Eloquent Fig'nter.
surely can de"Say, thnt deaf-mut-e
liver a telling Mow," said bystander,
who had been witnessing n little set-tot flstlcuffR. "Uh, huh. That's probably because he talks with his bands,"
chimed In another fellow who Just
managed to duck In time.

r

$6,535.00
$20,417.15

Due from Banks
Checks and other Cash Items

7
8

FOR SALE:- - 320 acres 8 miles
from Roy. all plow land, produc
ed 10 bushels wheat per acre
this year. Fine corn crop nearly
matured goes with the land, good
A Bar
"buildines. well handy.
0
deal.
quick
gain for a

H. C. MITCHELL,

$500.00

Furniture and Fixtures

1

STRAY

$131,247.00
$118.41

5

come by automobile and camp
en route or while here.
D. K. 3. Sellers.

S--

Í59.232.-0- 8

$41.202.27

pro-Licen- se

dens nave positive instructions
to prosecute all violators to the
full extent of the law. If you
don't want to be PINCHED obey
Mr. Geo. Darnell and family tha law. Licences may be oband Mr. and Mrs. White spent tained from local Deputies.
Sunday at the Robertson home,
DEER:
Deer with Horns-(ho- rns
enjoying, watermelons and canta
to Kccompany carcass at
loupes.
all times), limit one deer, during
thirty-fift- h
Mr. Weaver of Texas, father of open season. North of
latitude,
parrallel
North
of
Wm. Weaver of this place, is
from October 16th to November
visiting here for a short time.
5th of each year. And South of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Frank said thirtyfifth parallel from Oct.
Lowell a baby girl Sunday 9th.
25th to November Í!5th of each

$30,812.65

2 Overdrafts

As the State Fair Commission
hag concluded not to hold a Fair
this year, the good citizens of
the City of Albuquerque have
decided upon a State Patriotic
Week, with a view of facilitating the opportunity of the many
friends and relatives of the New
Mexico boys now in the United
States service located at Camp
Funston, this City, to visit the
Camp and see the boys in action
before their departure from here
and at the same time to provide
them with pleasurable entertainment and the hospitality of this
city.
Greatly reduced railroad rates
from all over the state will be
later, and a free
announced
camping ground with police protection and free water will be
provided for those who wish to

Inquire at the

Frank
this community Wednesday 19th.
for the training camp. We hate
to see him go, but we are proud
of what he will do when he goes.

Loans and Discounts
&

Bauler is helping

Mrs. Brock thip week.

t

1

New Mexico Fish
and Game Laws

S-- A.
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Are You in Doubt as to

FRANK A. ROY, Mayor.

Your Future?

Attest:
MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM,
Clerk.
(Official Seal)

Is there likelihood that during the coming year you may be called
abInto your country's service, or that others may be called whose
your
education
proceed
you
to
with
impossible
for
may
it
make
sence
after three, six or nine months?
Conditions created by 'the great war crisis caused the UNIVERr
schedule with forty-eigSITY OF NEW MEXICO to adopt the
weeks of college work In each year.
Under this schedule young men and women who have but three
or six months available for college work this year may take that
three or six months' work In the University of New Mexico. If It
then becomes necessary for them to discontinue college work for three
the University at the end
or six months, or longer, they may
credof th period of delay without Interruption of courses or loss of
of the
its This may be followed from year to jear as the necessities degree
demand, and all work done leads steadily toward the

student
sought.
or
HERE IS THE IMPORTANT POINT: If you have that threeyour
lx months, DO NOT WASTE IT, no matter how uncertain
CAN.
future may be. BEGIN YOUR EDUCATION orWHILEyou,YOU
and comcalls
Serve your country when your country needs
IMPORTplete your education when that service ends. THE VERY
' '
ANT THING IS TO BEGIN.
1917-19colThe University opens Monday, October Íb(, for the
lege year There is still time for you to arrange to entr. Write
today for full 'Information to David R. Boyd, President, University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.
'
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All Settled.
Jfodd "Are you sure your wife
knows I'm going home to dinner with
you?" Tojdd "Knows ! Well, rather!
Why, my dear fellow, I argued with
her about It this morning for nearly
half an hour,
Some Ways of Thinking.
Beware of the man who talks too
much; It is a sign that he does little
thinking. Then, too, some men think
with their lungs and some with their
Exchange.
stomachs.
No Substitute for Cork.
Cork Is a substance of everyday use
that seems to defy the Inventor. The
only substitute for cork is paper treated with paraffin wax. But such a cork
could not be used for a bottle of wine.
So fur nothing has been artificially

nade to compete with the bark of the
cork tree.

WANTED!
Chicken
nrv

uresye,
R1

Highest Market Price
Paid in cash.
See me at the HOME RESTAURANT, ROY, N.M.

J. F. Arnett.

